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The continental margin of Newfoundland is made up of a series of interconnected.
deep, Mesozoic sedimentary basins. Bel ween the Cumberland Belt Transform Zone and
the Charl ie Gibbs Transform Zone the Avalon terrane is dissected into a 450 krn wide
truck o f extensional ridges and grabens collectively known as the Orphan Basin. From
both a tectonic and a petroleum potential point of view the basin can be di vided into an
o lder (Late Triassic- Early Jurassic) sub-basin known as the East Orphan Basin and a
younger (Cretaceous) sub-basin known as !he West Orphan Basin. The Orphan Basin is
an undercxplored area and few studies have been completed on the structural. tectonic
and stratigraphic framework of the mea .
.Seismic stratigraphic analysis o f the basin identified six major sequence
boundaries ranging in age from pre-Mesozoic (Seis mic Basement) to present (Water
Bottom) and fo ur Cretaceous sequences were identified. mapped and described. Four
fault fami lies were defined within the study area on the basis of their regionality. timing
and duration of movement and depths of detachment: the Busin Bounding Fault Family.
the Basement Involved Fault Fami ly. the Sedi mentary Fault Family and the Transfer
Fault Famil y.
Based on the mapping of the Cretaceous sequences and the orientations of major
fa ults seen in the study area. the Orphan Basin can be d ivided into three distinct
tectonostratigraphic regions. From west to cast they arc Areas A. B. and C. Areas Band
C were affected by the Late Triassic - Earl y Jurassic Tethys Ri ft and the Late Jurassic Early Cretaceous Atlantic Ri ft. Area 8 was reactivated for a third time with the Apti<Hl Albian Labrador rift that caused upli ft and in version of large structures in this area. Area
A was predominantly affected by the Aptian - Albian L1brador rift and has Early and
Late Cretaceous basi n fill. The orientation of the major basement involved and basin
bounding faul ts in the basin show a counterclockwise rotation from cast to west as the rift
propagated landward. The o ldest faults (located in Area C) have a NE-SW o rientat ion in
line with the Tethys rift while those faults in the younger Area A have an approximate NS to NNW-SSE orientation in line with the Ltbrado r rift.
A proven petroleum system has no! been ident ified in the Orphan basin; however.
due to the timing of ri fting, two d ifferent petroleum systems arc proposed for the East
Orphan and the West Orphan basins. Considering all the clements and processes required
for a working hydrocarbon system. the most likely plays within the East Orphan Basin
are: an o il prone source rock equivalent to the Egret Member of the Rankin Formation:
reservoirs of Early Cretaceous stacked sandstones. a seal of Late Cretaceous and Tertiary
shales: large structural traps in the form o f drape over horst blocks. extensional anticlines
and rotated fault blocks o f Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous age. The petroleum system
for the East Orphan Basin is likely analogous to that of the Jeanne d'Arc Basin. In the
West Orphan Basin the most likely plays are: Late Cretaceous and earl y Tertiary organic
rich shales equi valent to the Bjarni and Markland Format ions in the Labrador basins:
reservoirs made up of Late Cretaceous and early Tertiary sands: seals o f thick Nautilus or
Banquereau equivalent shales; structural. stratigraphic and combinat ion traps. most likely
basin margin fans pinched out updip or draped over some form of structure. The
petro leum system for the West Orphan Basin is likely analogous to that of the Labrador
basins.
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C hapter I
Introduction

1.1

Introduction to Orphan Basin

T he Orphan Bas in has once again become an area o f active frontier exploration as
seen by the December, 2003 offshore land sale of$672 Mi llion in exploration work
commitments. Current exploration work consists of a 5000 km 3D seismic program on
behal f of Chevron Canada Resources (C-NLOPB weekly reports, 2006) and a recently
completed Geological Survey of Canada ~ Atlantic research cn1isc on gco-hazards.
Discoveries of large reserves in the nearby Jeanne d'Arc Basin. new geologica l
understanding of deepwater basins and advances in deepwater development technology

has brought renewed interest to the basin. With an area of over 160,000 square
kilometers, the Orphan Bas in represents an imme nse exploration region with petrole um
potent ial ( Fig ure 1.1). The present exploration focus is on the East Orphan Basin. To
date seven unsuccessful wells have been drilled in the West Orphan Basin; however, an
exploration well was drilled by Chevron Canada Resources in the East Orphan Basin
during the fa ll of2006 to spring of2007.
The passive continental margin of Eastern Canada is characterized by a series of
deep sedimentary basins above a w ide zone of s ignificantly thinned continental crust.
Faulting style and basin geometry vary laterally along the margin. According to previous
studies. the East Orphan Basin contains a complete Jurassic sequence and probably o lder
sediments, indicating that this part o f the margin evolved subsequent to the initial Late

Triassic-Early Jurassic rifting of the Pangean super-continent and Atlantic Ocean opening
(Enachescu, l987b; Tankard and Balkwill, 1989; Enachescu eta/., 2005). Late TriassicEarly Jurassic (Tethys), Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous (North Atlantic) and the Late
Cretaceous (Labrador) extensional phases dissected the Avalon terrane, between the
Grand Banks and the Charlie Gibbs Fracture Zone, into a 450 km wide tract of
extensional ridges and grabens that collectively fonn the broad Orphan Basin
(Enachescu. 1987b and 1988; Tankard and Welsink, 1989; Enachescu eta/., 2004a).
During basin development and sediment accumulation conditions su itable for the
generation and preservation of source and reservoir rocks were created (Koning et a/.,
1988; Smee, 2003; and Enacheseu era/., 2004b).
The Orphan Basin was subjected to two major intra-continental rifi stages
(Enachescu eta/., 2005). Initially the basin was a Paleozoic sedimentary platform that
was affected by Penno-Triassic rifling in only the eastem part. During this early Tethys
rift the West Orphan Basin fonned the western rifi shoulder and together with intrabasinal ridges, were the provenance areas for most of the continental red bed sediments
deposited in the alluvial and lacustrine settings. Rilling was followed by thcnnal
subsidence, marine invasion and deposition of shallow marine deposits including
stratified evaporites and massive carbonate beds. The evaporite interval has been
interpreted seismically based on regional basin correlations and has different
characteristics than the coeval Argo salt sequence of the Scotian and Grand Banks basins
(Enachescu eta/., 2005).
Reactivation of the Orphan Basin during the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous
Atlantic rift phase caused deepening and expansion of the basin with local highs and

elevated shoulders supply ing the sediment sources. Synrift Mesozoic rocks drilled in the
basin include mid Jurassic aged alluvial sandstones on the Orphan Knoll (Laughton et a/.,
1972; van Hinte and Ruffman eta/., 1995). During the Kimmeridgian, a shallow epeiric
sea extended from Nova Scotia to northern Europe and organic rich shales were
deposited .
With each phase o f rifti ng, the locus of ex tension moved westward and resulted in
the fo rmation o f two asynchronous main basins and younging o f synrift sedimentary fill
in the landward direction (Enachescu et al. 2005). Basement blocks in the cast have a
thick Mesozoic cover, while those in the west are sediment poor or entirely devoid o f
sediment. Extreme erosion took place during the middle to Late Cretaceous - Early
Tertiary, marked by the Avalon and Base Tertiary unconfOrmities, which arc mappable
across the basin. The Base Tertiary UnconfOrmity marks a time when the entire O rphan
Basin underwent a period of subaerial exposure.
Since the early Tertiary the Orphan Basin and the Orphan Knoll have undergone
rapid subsidence and foundering in the deeper Atlantic waters ( Enachescu eta!.. 2004).
The East Orphan Basin remains under-fill ed with sediment during the Tertiary to present.
while the West Orphan Basin has a thick section of post- Paleocene sediments including
s helf progradation and marginal slope fan sequences related to the postrifi subsidence
( Enachcscu et a/. , 2005).
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Figure 1.1: Bathymetry, basin location, exploration lease blocks and study area, offshore Newfoundland. Approximate location
of study area outlined in red, exploration blocks shown in dark green. Light green shaded area is Mesozoic, pink shaded area is
Carboniferous and purple shaded area is Early Paleozoic. Figure modified from the C·N LOPB and Geological Survey of Canada
(2005)
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1.2

Background and Previous Wor k

The Orphan Bas in is Canada's most recently explored frontier basin and is one of
the least-researched, least drilled areas of the Canadian Atlantic margin . While a shortlived exploration phase occurred in the 1970s, the basin's northerly location. deep wntcr
scning, poor quality of early vintage seismic data, lack o f hydrocarbon discoveries. or
presence of Jurassic source rocks in the earliest wells led to basin abandonment and
cessation of exploration-drilling. This explorat ion phase Iell a legacy of geophysica l
methods, including drilling, seismic profi ling and a dense grid of gravity and magnetic
data that have extensively surveyed the area offshore Newfoundland. Exploration
interest in the adjacent Flemish Pass Basin in the late 1990's - early 2000's saw two key
wells drilled in the area adjacent to the Orphan Basin. One o f these wells. Mizzen L-11.
established the presence of Kimmeridgian source rock and Late Jurassic - Early
Cretaceous reservoir rocks in the area.

1.2.1

l'otcntial Field Dat a

Scientific investigations and petroleum exploration in the Orphan Basin began in
the 1960s with bathymetric and potential field surveys. Natuml Resources Canada
provides publicly available free-air gravity and total magnetic field data on their website
(http://gdcinfo. agg.nrcan.gc.ca/gdr/index_c.html).
Verhoef and Srivastava ( 1989) used this data to correlate sedimentary basins
across the North At lantic in order to determine the early evolution o f the North Atlantic
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Ocean. The digital geophysical data were used to create bathymetric, magnetic anomaly
and Bouguer anomaly palco-reconstructions for closure and their reconstructions provide
the framework in which the signatures o f the potential field data over the Newfoundland
and Labrador sedimentary basins could be compared. They used the horizontal
derivati ves of the magnetic and Bouguer anomalies to delineate the outlines of the
Mesozoic basins. Trends seen in the O rphan Basin match the initial direction of motion
between North America and Eurasia (Verhoef and Sri vastava. 1989). Keen and Deh ler
( 1997) noted that the Orphan Basin margin has the largest and broadest gravity high in
their study area. Kearsey and Enachescu (2005a) created a first derivative map using the
gravity data to track major structural and tectonic lineaments within the basi n. Potential
field maps and modeling were used extensively to investigate ridges, discriminate
between basement fault blocks and to investigate the possibility of salt diapirism in the
basin (Kearsey and Enachescu, 2005a).
The free-ai r gravity map is dominated by distinct positive anomalies associnted
w ith the continental slope, Flemish Cap and Orphan Knoll, whi le the deep-wnter basin is
correlated with a gravity low (Enachescu el a/., 2005). An areally extensive gravity high
is mapped in the central part of the East Orphan Basin. This anomaly was interpreted as
a central failed rift zone by Skogseid el a/. (2004) and as a mantle upwelling by Sibuet et
af. (2005) and Kearsey and Enachescu (2005b). This anomaly was modeled and it was
concluded that mantle upwel ling remains in the lower crust with no large quantities of
volcanic material intruding the sedimentary fill of the Orphan Basin (Kearsey and
Enacheseu, 2005b).

6

1.2.2

Vintage Indust r y Reflection Data

A large amount of 2D seismic data was acquired primarily over the western
portion o f the basin during initial exploration phase in the 1970's and early 1980 's.
Several regional papers and maps were published by the Geological Survey o f CanadaAtlantic using this pre- 1985 industry refl ection data. The seismic data was recorded with
a short streamer and lacked deep pcnetrntion. Processing was hampered by severe
multiples, the great majority of the lines were not migrated and imaging below the Base
Tertiary unco nfo rmity and in shelfbreak areas was quite poor (Smee eta/., 2003; Smee.
2003; Enachescu eta!., 2005; Enachescu and Fagan, 2005).
Regional maps created by GSC (2005). Welsink eta/. ( 1989) and Grnnt and
McA lpine ( 1990) show a bounding-f;llllt zone on the west side o f the basin and several
elongated ridges and alternating troughs. Dehler and Keen ( 1993) used the vintage
seismic data set to derive estimates of the amounts of subsidence in order to create a
model of lithospheric extension in the Orphan Basin. This model is used to determine the
deformation and thcmml history of the Atlantic marg in. They concluded that the basin
has undergone multiple extensional events and that there arc thermally mature zones
suitable for o il or gas generation in the West Orphan Basin.

1.2.3

Exploration Wells

Dri lling in the Orphan Basin began with the Deep Sea Drilling Joides Site Ill on
the O rphan Knoll in 1970 (Figure 1. 1). The core hole was drilled in 1797m o f water on
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the crest of the Orphan Knoll and did not encounter basement rocks. Drilled to a total
depth of 128 m the well did drill 20 m o f Plcioccnc strata overlying a series o f
unconformities between which lower Miocene. Eocene and Mesozoic sed iments were
encountered (Laughton et a/., 1972). The lower Cretaceous section consisted o f
approximately 55m of carbonate sands and shaley limestones deposited within an
interpreted shallow water marine environment (Ruffman and van Hinte, 1973; van 1-linte
and Ruffman el a/., 1995; Enachescu el a/. , 2004). Geological correlation to the OS DI>
Ill hole also identified the presence o f a Jurassic ( Bajorcian) sequence which is thick in
the hal f grabens and contains continental clastics and marine shales.
Late 1960 's to early 1970 's vintage regional seismic data indicated the presence
of a number of very large structures in the deep water areas of the Orphan Basin. Based
on this seismic data, exploration licenses and permits were obtained and exploration
concentrated on the shallower West Orphan Basin. Seven wells were drilled, Bonavista

C-99 ( 1974), Cumberland B-55 ( 1975). Blue H-28 ( 1979), Hare Bay E-2 1 ( 1979),
Sheridan J-87 ( 198 1), Linne! E-63 ( 1982) and Baie Verle J-57 (1985). All were
unsuccessful in terms of hydrocarbon discoveries and future drilling programs were
abandoned. Good to excellent Cretaceous reservoirs were encountered in the Bona vista
C-99, Linnet E-63 and Blue 1-1-28 wells (Koning el a/., 1988; Smee eta/., 2003).
Exploration continued in neighboring basins and wells drilled in the Flemish Pass
Basin (i .e. Baccalieu 1-78 and Mizzen L- 11 ) and in the Jeanne d ' Arc Basin (i.e. Panther
P-52) provide important geolog ical information that can be jump-correlated to the
Orphan Basin (Enacbeseu eta!., 2005). In particular, Mizzen L-11, one o f the most
recent wells drilled by Petro-Canada in the Flemish Pass Basin, provides proof o f the
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existence of Kimmeridgian source rocks (Egret Member) north of the Jean ne d'Arc Basin
and that oil was generated and migrated into porous Cretaceous reservoirs (E nachescu

and Hogg, 2005).

1.2.4

Deep Seismic Reflect ion Data

Sin ce 1984 approx imately 5170 km of deep seismic reflection data have been
acquired offshore Newfoundland and Nova Scotia to exam ine intracru sta l structures and
processes affecting basin formation. The 84-3 LITHOPROBE East seismic line traverses
the Orphan Basin compl ex extendin g from the continental shelf off Newfoundland.
across the bas in and almost to the first seafloor spreading magnetic anomaly (Chron
34N), sampling the cont inen t-ocean trans ition. The line is oriented SW-NE, parallel to
the direction o f tectonic transport and defines the major crusta l structures wit hi n the basin
(Tankard and We lsink, 1989).
Th is 600 km transect was first interpreted by Keen eta/. ( 1987) who identified a
subhorizontal mid-crustal detachment zone. separati ng the brittle upper crust from the
more ductile lower crust at the seven to eight second (two way time) range. Most of the
hlll hs terminate at the level of this decollement. Basement hi ghs and lows are d ist inct
features of the seis mi c profile and the topography is genera ll y interpreted as bei ng due to
high angle nonnal faulting associated with crusta l extension (Keen eta!., 1987).
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1.2.5

Wide Angle Refraction Seismic Data

In 1986 a 400 km long wide-angle seismic reflection/ refraction survey was shot in
two segments (86-6 and 86-8} along the existing LITHOPROBE 84-3 refraction line and
across the northeast continental margin o f New foundland. The data from 15 ocean
bottom seismometers were modeled by Chian el a!. (200 1) in order to derive a seismic
velocity model for most of the Orphan Basin and the underlying continental crust. The
profile was complemented by the exist ing multichannel reflection data. petroleum
exploration well information from Blue H-28, Bonavista C-99 and DSDP Site 111,
gravity data and other deep seismic reflection and refraction lines.
They concluded that prerift metasedimentary rocks arc made up of a sequence o f
siliciclastic and carbonate strata dated as Cenozoic to upper Paleozoic, have a
topographic relief of up to 5 km and velocities increasing with depth from - 5.2 km/s to
5.9 km/s. Unaltered crystalline crust below the metasedimentary section has a velocity
range of 6.1-6.5 km/s. Most of the lower crust landward of the Orphan Knoll has a
velocity of 6.8-7.0 km/ s, typical of continental lower crust velocities i.e. those ofthe
Avalon crust seen on land (Mi ller eta/., 1985). The model suggests that cont inental
stretching persisted from 180 Ma to I 0 I Ma (Chron 34N) when final breakup between
Canada and western Europe occurred, leaving a 400 km wide zone of thinned continental
crust underneath the shelf and deep water area of the Orphan Basin (Chian eta!., 200 I).
The thinned continental crust stretches 360 km seaward without evidence of magmatic
underplating, indicating that the northeast Newfoundland margin underwent non-volcanic
rifting.
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1.3

Purpose

There have been few academic studies of the Orphan Basin. Previous work has
focused on tectonic and struc tural evolution of the entire Atlantic Margin w ith
descript ions of the Orphan Basin relegated to a paragraph or two. Exploration has

historically focused on the relatively sha llow shc lfal regions of the West Orphan Basin
whe re dri lling occurred on large struc tural c losures that could be recognized on the
seismic data available at that time. Drilling proved unsuccessful and the large stmc turcs
were in fact rotated basement blocks with little to no Mesozoic sedi me ntary cover.
Renewed interest in the basin is now focusing on the deep to ultra deep East
Orphan Basin where new seismic data shows a complete sequence o f Late Triassic (or
earlier) to Tertiary sediments. Kimme ridgian aged source rocks in the Flemish Pass can
be corre lated into the Orphan Basin, and previous wells prove the ex istence of good to
excellent Cretaceous reservoirs in the West Orphan Basin (Smee et al .. 2003; Enachescu

el a/., 2004 and 2005). The proximity of the gas rich Hopedale Basin, Labrador. gives
hope for a potential type Il l, gas prone, kerogen source in the West Orphan Basin as the
thick (2000m) succession of Tert iary sedime nts indicates burial depth in that area is
surtic ient for hydrocarbon gene ration (Hardy and Enachescu, 2005 and 2007: Enachescu

eta/., 2005).
Improving the understanding o f the regional petroleum system of the Orphan
Basin requires a detailed analysis of the Cretaceous structural setting, depositional history
and a complete understanding of the tectonic history o f the East and West Orphan Basins.
The purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of the regional geology. tectonic
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history and petroleum systems of the basin and to usc this information to create regional
maps, reconstruct the Cretaceous evolution and isolate potential hydrocarbon plays
associated with Cretaceous structural and stratigraphic trapping mechan isms.

1.4

Research Objectives

The main objectives of this study arc to:

\.

Complete a seismic stratigraphic analysis o f the Cretaceous interval, define
seismic sequences, tie these sequences to available well data and publicly
avai lable information and develop a framework for the description and
interpretation of the depositional history of the Orphan Basin

2.

Develop the structural and tectonic history of the basin. This involves regional
and detai led mapping of structural and tectonic fea tures and associate seismic
stratigraphic sequences to various stages of rift evolution.

3.

Map and describe main rift elements such as basin bounding faults, transfer
faults, major thick and thin skin faults, ridges and troughs, and characterize
princ iple structural features.

4.

Research the possibility of Cretaceous and Tertiary source rocks

5.

Identify and illustrate hydrocarbon play types
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1.5

Data and Methods

GSJ of Calgary has donated over 20,000 km of 2 D seismic lines to Memorial
University and Pan Atlantic Petroleum Systems Consortium (PPSC) to be used for
regional research studies o f the Orphan Basin (Figure 1.2). These lines were recorded
between 2000 and 2003 using a 6 ki lometer streamer. 12.5 m hydrophone group interval.
a two mill isecond sample interval and 12 second record length. A tuned acoustic source
array with a 3,000 cu in volume and operating at 2,000 psi was used in all of the GS I
surveys. The processed seismic data is 96 fo ld and incl udes prc·stack time migration and
modern, multiple suppression algorithms (Radon transform).
The resolution in 2,000 m water depth and in very shallow sediments below the
water bottom is on the order of I0- 15 m. The resolution in the deeper water (3.000 m) is
approximately 25-30 m. The seismic resolution is based on the measurement of
frequency ofre n ections and estimation of interval velocities (Enachescu eta!., 2005).
The overall quality of the data is fair to excellent; however, a zone of signal deterioration
ex ists at the slope break, where primaries are obscured by cross-cutting multiples (Figure
1.3). Due to a low impedance contrast and its great depth, the basement interface is not
always mappable. Due to the proprietary nature of this donated seismic data. shot po int
locations cannot be shown.
Seismic stratigraphic principles (e.g. Vail eta!., l977a and b) were used to define
major seismic surfaces and events based on termination pattcms. Interpretation of the 2D
data set and all mapping was done using Landmark® software. Mapping was based on
time migrated seismic data; therefore, thicknesses arc described as isochronous and arc
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measured in two way travel time (ms).

In order to accurately image geometries. depths

and thicknesses, the data must be converted to depth and migrated using velocity
information from wells. Due to a lack of well information in the deepwater Orphan
Basin, creating and using a generalized velocity function would likely introduce errors
and as such this processing was not attempted. The use of time migrated seismic is a
standard in academia and the petroleum industry. Limitations of this data arc noted and
as such, is an acceptable means o f interpretation.

-?- ··"•
Figure 1.2: Basemap of Orphan Basin study area showing GSI seismic grid, current
exploration license blocks and well locations. Bathymetric data courtesy of the
Government of Canada.
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The resul ts of the st udy and pa rticulars of research undertaken arc presented in
Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Conclusions and recommendations for further work arc presented in
and 6. Chapter 2 contain s a review of the published regional geolog ica l knowledge and
structural and strat igraph ic understanding of the Orphan, Jeanne d'Arc and Porcupine
basi ns. This review provides the necessary framework for the origi nal geoscience work
done during the study.
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Chapter 2
Geography, Stratigraphy and Basin Structure

2. 1

Gcogra ph v

The Orphan Basin is an Atlantic-type rified area that is part of the intracontinenta l

network of basins fanned during the Mesozoic wi thin northern Pangea. Th e basin is a
highly atten uated Precambrian/ Pal eozo ic area containing Mesozoic to Tertiary
sed imentary infill and situated no rth and northeast of th e Grand Banks of NewfOund land
(Fig 2.1).

The basin is located 370 kil ometers northeast of St. John 's and covers an area of
approximately 160.000 sq uare kilometers, extend in g from the conti nen tal she lf o f th e
Bonavista Platform in the west to the lower slope in the cast. Water depths range from
< 500 min th e west to 3,000 m ncar the con tinent-ocea n boundary. The gradient of the
upper slope in the West Orphan Basi n is 3·4° and grad ually sha llows to 1·2° in the deep
water East Orphan Basin. The basinal area includes the sout hern and sout hwestern sides
of the Orphan Knoll , a large el evated block, which rises steeply from 3,000m to 1.800m
water depths in the northeastern sect ion of the basin (Enaehescu et at.. 2005).
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Figure 2. I: Orphan Basin locat ion map and basin boundaries. Bathymetry and 2003 ODP
Sites 1276 and 1277, Leg 210, after Tucholkc, Sibuet eta/., 2004. Tectonic framework
from Enachescu eta/., 2004 a. Annotations arc CBFZ = Cumberland Belt nnLit zone.
CG FZ = Charlic· G ibbs fracture zone, CO B = interpreted Contincnt·Ocean boundary, SSp
= Sack ville Spur. Bathymetric highs arc Grand Banks, Newfoundland's shelf, Flemish
Cap, and Orphan Kno ll as indicated by the colour bar. Water depth is in meters.
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The Orphan Basin is bounded to the north by the Charlie Gibbs Fracture Zone and
its landward extension, the Dover Fault (Haworth, 1977). To the south lie the continental
shelf areas of the Flemish Cap and Grand Banks, which arc dissected by elongate rift
basins (Chian eta/., 2001) and the Cumberland Belt Transfer Zone. The basin is situated
cast of the Bonavista Platform and a fault-induced hinge zone.
The Bonavista Platform is part of the terranes o f the Appalachian Orogen and,
based on tectonostratigraphic boundaries, most of the Orphan Basin is siwatcd within the
Avalon Zone (Keen eta/., 1986). At the eastern edge of the basin lie the southern and
southwestern sides of a large elevated block known as the Orphan Knoll and the
Continent Ocean Boundary (COB) approximately marked by the 4,000m bathymetric
contour (Figure 2.2 and Enachcscu eta/., 2004 a). The large basinal area is located j us t
north of the oil-prolific Jeanne d'Arc Basin (Enachcscu, 1987: Tankard and Welsink,

1987 and 1989; McA lpine, 1990).

2.2

Regiona l Geology

The continental crust underlying the Grand Banks has undergone a long and
complex history of construction, which began in the Proterozoic and includes the
accretion of a series of exotic terranes onto the North American Craton (Grant and
McA lpine, 1990). Some of the Mesozoic rift basins on the Grand Banks may be related
to reactivated Paleozoic structures because they are approximately parallel to structural
trends of the Appalachian Orogen exposed onshore in Newfoundland (Grant and
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McAlpine, 1990) and the distribution of these basins was largely comro lled by t:ti lure
along pre-exist ing planes of weakness (Tankard and Welsink. 1989).
The East Coast of Canada is generally divided into three regions: the Nova
Scotian margin in the south, the Newfoundland marg in in the centre and east and the
Labrador margin in the north (Louden. 2002). The Gmnd Banks and adjacent areas
evolved as a result of three main rifting events which greatly influenced the configuration
o f the margin and the evolution of related rift basins (Enachcscu, 1987a and band 1988).
Prior to the onset of rifting, eastern Canada lay in the middle of the supercontinent Pangea
(Keen eta/., 1990). The initial phase of Pangea breakup spanned the late Permian to
M idd le Jurassic and culmi nated in the development of a new divergent/transform margin
between Gondwana and Laurasia (Ziegler, 1989).
A widespread volcanic pulse (CAMP event) at 200 Ma marked the onset o f rift ing
in Late Triassic to Early Jurassic (Marzoli, 1999). It was during late Early Jurassic to
Mid Jurassic when Nova Scotia and northern Africa began to separate. The East Coast
Magnetic Anomaly ( ECM A), a narrow, linear, high magnetic trend of interpreted
subaerial extrusive volcanics, defines the eastern limit of the rift and, according to Oehler
and Keen (200 1 and 2002), marks the boundary between continental and oceanic crust.
Starting in the Mid-Jurassic the initial rift (Tethys stage) became a successfu l oceanic rift
south of the Newfoundland Transform Zone but was abandoned north of it and the Grand
Banks experienced only thermal subsidence from mid- into the Late Jurassic.
The tectonic history of the Newfoundland margin is marked by four periods o f
subsidence and two main periods of regional upl ift (Figure 2.2 from Enachescu, 1987).
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Figure 2.2: Composite chart showing relationship between geological time,
tectonic and strucwral stages, dcfonnation style and simplified stratigraphy for
the Newfoundland continental margin. Modified from Enachescu ( 1987).
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Initial rifting w ith extension in the NW·SE direction began in Late Triassic to
Early Jurassic and was followed by a period of subsidence in the Early to Middle Jurassic.
A second phase of rifting in the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous was in itiated by
updoming of the Grand Banks and had a NE·SW direction of extension. causing oblique
slip and local transpression on the earlier faults (Louden, 2002). Mid Cretaceous
unconformities arc related to the breakup o f the Grand Banks first from Iberia and then
from the Irish margin. East of Newfoundland the trend of basement structures swings
from the NE·S\V to N·S expressing mid·Cretaccous separation of Europe from North
America (Grant and McAlpine, 1990).
The Labrador Sea is a northwestward extension of the North Atlantic Ocean. from
the Charlic·Gibbs fracture zone in the south, to the Davis Strait in the north. Rifting and
breakup of these margins began in the Early Cretaceous and ended during the Late
Cretaceous (Louden, 2002). During Late Cretaceous crustal separation was achieved
between the Labrador Shelf and Greenland. The North Atlantic spreading ax is rapidly
propagated into the Labrador Sea, causing the rotation of Greenland relative to the North
American Craton (Ziegler, 1989). Rifting occurred during early Cretaceous with
deposition of the synrift Bjami Formation. Active rifting ended with the deposition of
marine shales of the postrift Markland Formation in the Late Cretaceous. Seafloor
spreading in the Labrador Sea began in the Early Tertiary and continued to the Late
Eocene at which time the syndrift sediments oft he Gudrid Member (sandstone),
Cartwright Formation (shale), Kenamu Formation (shale) and the Lcif Member
(sandstone) were deposited. The Labrador ann o f the north Atlantic fail ed in the Late
Eocene-Early Oligocene and the spreading axis shifted to the Greenland· European
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margin . The postdrift sediments in the Labrador basins were deposited at the time of rift
extinction from the Eocene to present and arc made up the Mobmi Formation and the
Saglek Formation (Martinet a/., 2006).
Between the Grand Banks and the Charlie Gibbs fracture zone the Avalon terrane
is d issected into a 450 km wide tract of rift basins that collectively form the broad Orphan
Basin (Tankard and Wclsink, 1989). The Orphan Basin has undergone repeated
extensional episodes, each fo llowed by a period of thermal subsidence. The final postrill
stage is marked by rapid subsidence since the Eocene (Enachescu el a/.. 2005). With
each new stage, rift ing moved landward and re-mobilized previously formed structural
and tectonic features of the basin. Based on the age o f the main rifting stages, the Orphan
Basin can be di vided into two sub-basins: the East O rphan and West Orphan basins. The
upper crust of the basin was stretched by brittle extension on numerous regional and local
basement invo lved faults and on several crustal penetrating detachments. The basin
represents and area of thinned and foundered continental cmst with stretch factors greater
than 0.5 over most of the area ( Keen and Dehler, 1993; Chian eta/., 200 I). Long lasting
extension with multiple slow rifting stages may explain the extremely thinned upper crust
of the basin, the large area affected, the striking succession of ridges and troughs. a lack
of volcanic features, the decrease in depth to the mantle due to lithospheric thinning by
extension, and the great amount and rapid rate o f thcnnal subsidence during the final
(Tertiary) postrift stage. Strike slip in a transtensional regime and oblique reactivation of
successive rift structures also caused the structural complexity w ith the East Orphan
Basin.
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2.3

Stratigraphv and Mesozoic Basin Development

The areas comprising the continental shelves of Norway, UK, Ireland, Green land
and Newfoundland were connected from the Late Paleozoic through to Early Cretaceous
times (Ziegler, 1988) (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Earliest Cretaceous North Atlantic reconstruction
illustrating relative positions of North Atlantic sedimentary basins
immediately prior to onset of sea fl oor spreading. Bathymetric
contours in ki lometers. (Modified from Masson and Miles. 1986).
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The rifting stages, occurring in the Permo-Triassic. Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous
and mid Cretaceous, affCcted the Jeanne d' Arc, Orphan and Porcupine basins and a
broadly common lithofacies pattern occurs with and between the basins (Williams eta!..
1999). Paleogeographical reconstructions (Masson and Miles, 1986) show that these
basins were in the same vicinity during the Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous times prior
to the final Atlantic breakup in the mid Cretaceous (Figure 2.3).

2.3. I

Orphan Basin

The geologic evolution of the Orphan Basin is similar to that of the adjacent
Jeanne d'Arc and Flemish Pass basins, and that of the Porcupine Basin, which lies ofT the
west coast of Ireland (Smec era!., 2003).
A formal stratigraphic characterization of the Orphan Basin has not been compiled
as very ICw wells have penetrated a full Cretaceous and Jurassic section. and as such, the
Jeanne d'Arc stratigraphy is often used in describing the stratigraphy of the Orphan
Basin. Based on seismic stratigraphic analysis, Enachescu eta/. (2005) concluded that
the Orphan Basin was s ubjected to four major intra-continental rifting stages lasting over
160 Ma (Figure 2.2). The basin fi ll started with an initial lacustrine stage and fo llowed by
a marine stage with reduced evaporite deposition. Intra-continental rift fi ll and
intervening thermal subsidence was coeval with the stepped open ing of the North Atlantic
Ocean and rifting during the two phased detachment of Greenland from its continent-size
neighbours (Enachescu eta/., 2005).
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The basin was initially a Paleozoic sedimentary platform (Avalon Terrane). The
prcrift basement of the platform is composed of Precambrian metamorphic, Paleozoic
meta-sed imentary and igneous rocks. The Precambrian rocks arc a component of the
Avalon Terrane of the Appalachian Orogen (Williams and Hatcher, 1983). The Paleozoic
rocks, which range in age from Cambrian to Devonian are 5 to 8 km thick (King et a/.
1985 and King eta/.. 1986). Th is Paleozoic sed imentary platform was subjected to
Triassic rifting only in its eastern side, East Orphan Basin (Enachescu el a/.. 2004 a, and
Enachcscu eta/., 2004b). The initial narrow ri ft projected northeastward from the Jeanne
d 'Arc Basin, expanded during the Late Triassic - Early Jurassic and deepened during the
Mid Jurassic. A new extensional stage started in the Late Jurassic. To the south the East
Orphan Basin was connected to the Jeanne d 'Arc and Flemish Pass basins of the Grand
Banks, whi le to the north it was attached to the Porcupine Basin and the south-eastern
sectors of the Rockall Trough (Enachescu eta/., 2005; Kearsey and Enachescu, 2005b).
The rifted area was bordered landward by the White Sail Fault, a likely continuation to
the north o f the Jeanne d' Arc Basin's Murre-Flying Foam Fault lineament (Enachescu e/

a/., 2004 a). This fau lt and its imbricates had a critical role in the initiation of the Late
Triassic rift ing and developed into the basin bounding fault for the East Orphan basin.
The future West Orphan Basin was sti ll an elevated part of the continent, fOrming the
westem rift shoulder, and was the likely provenance lOr the alluvial and lacustrine
sediments deposited during the early rift phase. Additional sediments were suppl ied
locally from the erosion of the numerous rotated basement highs. It is possible that
severa l polarity changes of the bounding fault occurred during this stage; however. they
have been modified and obscured by later rift stages (Enachescu eta/., 2005).
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Rifling was foll owed by thermal subsidence, marine invasion and the deposition
of a mixed evaporite sequence with interca lations of clastic beds. The stratified evaporite
interval is seismically interpreted based on regional basin correlations and has different
characteristics when compared to the coeval, Argo Salt sequence of the Scotian and
Grand Banks basins (Enacheseu era!., 2005). During the Late Triassic to Early Jurassic.
several lateral and parallel rift branches existed alongside the main Jeanne d'Arc·East
Orphan. Porcupine rift zone connected to the southem European basins.
After a long thennal subsidence stage, the newly fanned Orphan rift basin was
reactivated. enlarged and developed during the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous Atlantic
rift phase ( Enachescu el a!., 2005). During this time the Grand Banks basins and the East
Orphan Basin continued to deepen and expand. New faults formed and sy1Hectonic
deformati on occurred. Transtension due to rotation of the extensional vector from a N\V·
SE to an E·W direction took place (Enachcscu el a!. , 2005). The basins on the future
Canadian eontinental margin were still connected to basins that would form part of the
European margin ( Porcupine, Rockall and Lusitania basins). Some local highs w ithin the
larger basinal area were already emergent and developed into proximal sediment sources
as proven by the sampling of Bajocian-aged alluvial sands on the O rphan Knoll by DSDP
site 111 (van Hintc el a!. , 1995). After the termination of early intracontinental rifling
which fragmented the area into connected subbasins bounded by major

l~mlts,

a period of

regional thennal subsidence followed (Enachescu, 1987b and 1988).
During the Kimmeridgian, a broad but shallow epicontinental sea extended from
Nova Scotia into northern Europe and developed beyond the boundaries of the initial rift
basins (Sinclair el a!., \992). The organ ic rich sediments deposited in this sea arc the
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most significant o il source rocks in the basins and arc the source for the oi l found in the
Hibernia, Terra Nova and White Rose Fields in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin and the
Connemara field in the Porcupine Basin. The qual ity of the marine, oil-prone source rock
may d iffer with the size, shape and depth of the individual basins and subbasins and w ith
their locat ion relative to the developing Atlarllic (Enachcscu eta!., 2005). It is possible
that arms o f this Late Jurassic sea occasionally extended to the northwest into the protoLabrador scar rift (Sondcrholm eta!., 2003; Enachescu, 2006a).
The Grand Banks separated from Iberia starting in the Berriasian. Separation was
likely completed on three different segments, advancing from south to north. This last rift
stage, wh ich occurred in the Aptian, separated the Flemish Cap from the Galicia Bank
(Enachescu er at., 2005). In the Early Cretaceous a major triple junction was active
northeast of the Flemish Cap (Figure 2.4). The three rift branches were, south (Grand
Banks/Iberia branch), cast (Bay of Biscay branch) and northwest (Flemish Cap-Labrador
branch) (Verhoef and Srivastava, 1992; Sibuet eta/., 2007).
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Figure 2.4. Reconstruction of the North Atlantic Ocean between Africa. Iberia ( IB) and
North America (NA) at chron MO with respect to Eurasia (EU). Calculated amount of
extension between M25 and MO (Late Jurassic-Early Aptian) in gray. The parameters
used arc those from Verhoef and Srivastava (1992) fOr M25 and from Srivastava era/.,
(2000) fOr MO. Transparent arrows show M25-MO directions ofplatc motions. Hachured
lines show conti nental shelf basins and continental margins. Black arrows indicate
rotation of Galicia Bank (GB) and Flemish Cap (FC) during this period. BCb = BasqueCantabrian basins. Cb = Catalan basin, lb = Iberian basin, Mb = MaulCon basin, NPF =
North Pyrenean fault, Ob = Organyil basin, Pb = Parentis basin. Reproduced from
Srivastava era/. (2000).
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Extension and minor transtension continued during the Labrador rifi stage in the
Orphan Basin. Duri ng this extensional stage, Greenland sepamtcd from Labrador.
Cretaceous basins took shape on both the Canadian and European continental margins,
and the Orphan Basin began to separate from its Irish conjugate basins ( Rockall and
Porcupine basins). During the Cretaceous, the westem rift shoulder migrated westward
beyond the White Sail Fault, as a new sector of the Bonavista Platform was involved in
rifting and an incipient Early Cretaceous basin, West Orphan Basin, developed
( Enachescu e / a/., 2004}. As rifting progressed westward, several successive Early
Cretaceous sedimentary troughs were formed, dissecting the stretched Paleozoic platform.
This area, lying j ust cast of the Blue H-28 well, became the older part of the West Orphan
Basin.
At this time, the Orphan Kno ll, Central Orphan High and main intra-basinal ridges
began to emerge as elevated basinal features provided local sediment sources. A
w idespread Albian-Aptian erosional unconformity (Southem Grand Banks Avalon/midCretaceous unconformity) is also interpreted across the Orphan Basin (Enachcscu eta/.,
2005). In the Orphan Basin this unconformity marks the end of the Aptian-A lbian
Labrador rift stage. This extensive erosional event occurred as a result of regional uplift
associated with the final continental breakup around the Grand Banks and the onset o f
continental drill in this

orth American segment (Enachescu eta/., 2005). To the north,

several intra-continental rift basins were present between the future Labrador and
G reenland continental masses.
The Orphan Basin began to separate from the West Ireland basins at the end of the
Albian and continued thoughout the early Late Cretaceous. The West Orphan Basin. west
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of Blue 1-1-28, formed during this stage and was connected with the newly formed basins
on the Labrador shelf. Numerous paralle l ridges and troughs were formed throughout the
West Orphan Basin. The troughs deepened as a result of thermal s ubsidence and were
fill ed with mainly siliciclastic sediments. Local strike-slip movement caused significant
deformation of earlier Mesozoic structures and probably of older J>aJeozoie erosional
remnants present in the East Orphan Basin as the Flemish Cap continued to move away
from the basin in a southeast di rection (Enacheseu er al., 2005).
A renewed episode of extension occurred during the Late Cretaceous-Early
Tertiary (Enachescu eta!., 2005). The locus of this extension was the region between
Labrador and Greenland and Greenland and northem Europe, which was also affected by
the west Greenland volcanic event and the formation of the Iceland hot spot. On the
Grand Banks. rifting was mainly focused in the westenunost part of the West Orphan
Basin (Enachcscu et a!., 2005). Certain basin structural highs were strong ly reactivated
with Jurassic and Cretaceous sedimentary successions and probably older beds being
strained by transtensional movements and forced to move upward on the reactivated fault
planes from the subbasins on top of rotated basement blocks.
Block movements and rift reactivation continued in the Orphan Basin at least to
J>aJeoccne time, principally influenced by the continu ing separation of Greenland from
Labrador and by the separation of Greenland from northern Europe (Enachescu eta!..
2005). In the West Orphan Basin, extension caused several rotated blocks to form during
this stage. Typically these have no preserved Mesozoic sediments, or only a thin.
condensed, Late Cretaceous cover as intersected by wells drilled in the area (i.e. Blue 1-128, Bonavista C-99, Baie Vertc J-57, Cumberland B-55, Hare Bay E-2 1. Linnet E-63 and
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Sheridan J-87). Extreme erosion of these blocks took place during the middle to Late
Cretaceous-Early Tertiary. Since the Early Tertiary, the entire basin and its outer ridge.
the Orphan Knoll, have undergone rapid subsidence and foundering in the deeper Atlantic
waters. The East Orphan Basin remains. to a great extent, under- fill ed with sediment
during the Tertiary to recent time; however, the Late Cretaceous to Late Tertiary
sedimentary cover should provide sufficient seal for o lder stn.cturcs if comprised of
marine shales (Enachcscu el a/., 2004, Hardy and Enachescu. 2004 and 2007). In
contrast. the West Orphan Basin has a th ick section of post-Paleocene sediments
including shelf-prograding and marginal-fan sequences related to the postrift subsidence.
The synrift sedimentary fill becomes younger in a landward direction (Enachescu

eta/., 2005). In the west large, north-south trending basement ridges arc sed iment poor
or devoid of sediment. Intervening deep troughs were identified on seismic data and
clearly correlated with their respective potential field signatures ( Kearscy and Enachescu.
2005b). Based only on evaluated the tectonic extension, with no correction applied for
fault-plane erosion, the Orphan Basin has an average stretching factor of 2.5 from the
Late Triassic to Early Tertiary (Enachescu era/., 2004). Many o f the uplilied blocks in
the western part of the basin have fl at tops, indicating large-scale erosion during the Late
Cretaceous-Early Tertiary, when they were sub-aerially exposed. A higher average
stretching factor. greater than4, is computed only if the older East Orphan Basin is
considered (Enachescu era/., 2005). As a result, the upper continental crust under the
Orphan Basin is more than double its length in the dip direction (west-northwest/castsoutheast) compared with the initial prcrift Appalachian crust. Many of the major limits
are believed to penetrate deep into the crust; however, this cannot be rel iably interpreted
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on th e 20 sei smic grid . There are signifi cant variations in the Moho ' s pos iti on along th e
margin indicating that the lower crust has probabl y been ex tended by a combin ation of
ductil e and brittl e extension ( Keen el a/., 19S7; Keen and Dehl er, 1997; Loud en, 2002).

2.3.2

Jea nn e d' Arc Bas in

Th e Jeann e d' Arc Basin is bounded by the Murre and Mercury li stric normal
fault s to the west. the Aval on Upl ift to the south , the Bonavista Platform to the west and
the Cumberland T ran sfo nn Zone to the north (Fi gure 2.5).

.,

E Orphan B

Fi gure 2.5: Loca tion of
Jeanne d'A rc Bas in (bl ack
box). Annotations CG TZ Charli e G ibbs Trans fo rm
Zone, C BTZ - Cum berland
Belt Tran sform Zone, NTZ
- Newfo undlan d Trans iOrm
Zone. Mod ifi ed fro m
Enachesc u (2000) .
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The structural and stratigraphic development of the Jeanne d'Arc Basin has been
discussed by a number of authors (Enachcscu. 1986 and 1987: Keen eta!., 1987: Tankard
and Welsink, 1989; Driscoll eta!., 1995) and a summary of the stratigrnphy, with specific
focus on the Late Jurassic and Cretaceous sequences as they relate to rift episodes, is
presented. The lithostratigraphic chart presented here is in use by the CNLOPB and its
nomenclature is based on that of Deptuck et a/., (2003), McAlpine ( 1990) and Sinclair
( 19SS) (Figure 2.6).
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The Jeanne d 'A rc Basin is a Mesozoic sed imen1ary basin which represents 3
H1iled rifts related to the open ing of the present North Atlantic Ocean (Enachcscu, 1987:
Grant and McAlpine, 1990) followed by late Cretaceous and Tertiary thermal subsidence.
The Cretaceous sequences were deposited during the synrift and postrift phases of the
Early Cretaceous Atlantic rift and during the onset warp, synrift and early postrift phases
of the mid to Late Cretaceous Labrador rifi.
East-west extens ion of the Early Cretaceous rift event formed north-south grabens
and half grabens in which sandstones, conglomerates and shales of the Upper Jurassic
Jeanne d'Arc Fonnation were deposited (Sinclair, 1988). These sandstones were
transgressed and capped by the shales of the Early Cretaceous Fortune Bay Formation
during a !loading event at the end o f the Tithonian. Renewed uplift of the clastic source
area caused the deltaic progradation o f the Hibemia sandstones. The lower l-libemia
Formation cons ists of stacked delta channels which prograded across the sou them Jeanne
d ' Arc Bas in in the Berrias ian, while the upper l-libemia Formation represents a second
cycle of deltaic sedimentation sourced from the southeast (Sinclair, 1988). The postrift
sediments consist of the B Marker limestone of the Whiterose Formation followed by a
minor interval of thinly interbedded shales and calcareous progradational sandstones the
Catalina Member. T hese sediments were then covered by the thick Hauterivian shales of
the Whiterose Formation (Sinclair, 1988).
Uplift at the beginning of the third rift episode (Late Cretaceous) produced the
Late Barremian/ Early Aptian unconfonnity. The Barremian A Marker member of the
Avalon Formation cons ists of thick limestones overlain by shales and coarsen ing upward
sandstones of the Avalon Formation, deposited during the regression related to this uplift
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(S inclair, 1988). Fine·grained rift sediments de posited by a nuvial system depos ited the
fining upward, transgressive Aptian-Albian Ben Nevis Fonnation. SytHiepositional
growth on listric and low angle faults occurred during this rift period, creating northwestsoutheast trends and resulted in the tilting of fault blocks that created most of the
struciUrcs that contain hydrocarbons in the Jeanne d ' Arc Bas in (Sinclair, 1988). The
postrift is marked by the Cenomanian unconformity whereby flat -lying Cenomanian to
Turon ian marls and Petrel Member limestones overlie tilted lower Cretaceous Hibernia
Sandstones (Sinclair, 1988). Coarse grained Otter Bay and Fox Harbour sandstones
prograded eastward off the Bonavista Platform and are overlain by the Upper Cretaceous
limestone and chalk Wyandot Member and Dawson Canyon shales (Sinclair. 1988).

2.3.3

l)orcupinc Basin

The Porcupine Bas in is a north·south oriented Mesozoic to Cenozoic sedimentary
basin on the continental shelf, 200 km west of Ireland (Robinson and Canham, 200 1). It
is one of a series of Atlantic borderland basins that developed w ith a tectonostratigraphic
framework related to the opening ofthc North Atlantic Ocean. The basin is bounded on
three sides by relatively shallow shelf platforms: to the north by the Slync High. to the
west by the Porcupine High. to the cast by the Irish Mainland Shelf and merges with the
Goban Spur to the south (Smith and Higgs, 200 I) (Figure 2. 7). These platform areas
underwent long periods of uplift and erosion throughout the Mesozoic and are likely to
have provided a s ignificant source for clastic sediment de position into the basin
(Robinson and Canham, 2001). The stratigraphy of the Porcupine Basin has been
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discussed by numerous authors and a stratigraphic chart rrom Robertson and Canham
(2001) is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.7: Location o f l>orcupine Bas in. Grey areas re present
sedime ntary basins. Map modified from Johnson eta/. (2001 ).
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Figure 2.8: Generalized stratigraphy, lithology and tectonic history of the Porcupine
Basin, indicating maj or unconformities. reservoir and source rock intervals and
hydrocarbon discoveries. Cretaceous stratigraphy outlined with black box.
Reproduced from Robinson and Canham (200 I).
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The base of the Lat e Jurassic-E arly Cretaceous rin succession is genera lly marked
by an unconformity overlain by fluvial to marine clast ics and occasiona l carbonates
which provide an important set of reservoirs and the richest source rocks in the basin.
The thermal subsi dence phase is marked by Valangi nian to Early Aptian shal es which
drape the fault topography (Wi lliams el a/., 1999).
The mid Cretaceous rill succession is characterized by deltaic, shore fa ce and
marine strata. A thick, regressive succession of mid Apt ian to Albian sandstones occurs
within the Porcupine Basin. This succession overlies a thin parali c to sha llow marine
sequence of progradational delta plain, di stributary mouth bar and shoreface sandstones.
Thermal s ubsidence resumed in earli est Ce nomanian times and relative sea leve l rise was
enhan ced by the onset of seafloor spreading between Newfoundland and the European
continen tal shelves ( Hubbard eta /., 1985; Si nclair, 1988). A thick succession of Upper
Cretaceous deep marine limestones and marl s on lapped and covered the res idual f[Lult
block topography and overstepped the basin margins.

2.4

Structure and Bas in al Features

The structural architecture of the Orphan basin is dominated by elongated ridges
and subbasi ns formed by large norma l faults (Enachcscu eta/., 2005). These ridges arc
oriented nort heas t-southwest in the East Orphan Basin and north-south in the West
Orphan Basin . Several of these ridges are comparabl e in size to the Central Ridge and the
associated sub-basin s are as large, or larger than the Jeanne d'Arc Basin (Enac hcscu,
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1987; Enachescu et a/. , 2004 c). The Base Tertiary Unconformity truncates some of these
ridges, whi le others rise above it.
In the West Orphan Basin and western side of the East Orphan Basin many of the
basement ridges arc capped by interpreted Paleozoic meta-sediments and some blocks arc
overlain by thin Mesozoic units ( i.e. Blue 1-1-28). These basement blocks arc lnrge.
between tens and hundreds o f ki lometers long. some w ith s tructura l closures o f 200-400
km 2 (Enachescu et a/., 2005). The tops of the rotated basement blocks have been
intensely eroded by the Base Tertiary Unconformity and a peneplain surface can be
reconstructed by connecting the Bonavista Platform and eroded tops of the ridges,
indicating subaerial erosion took place in this basin during the Labrador rift stage (Early
Cretaceous- Late Early Crc1aceous). Significant upli ft of the West Orphan Basin took
place during this rift stage. Block rotation and erosional periods, followed by subsidence
and tilting have affected the tops of these blocks (Enachcscu et a/., 2005 ). The troughs
separating these large basement ridges are shallower ncar the Bonavista Platform and
become increasing ly deeper towards the east. Troughs adjacent to the Orphan High have
5-7 km of sediments. likely preserving a complete Cretaceous sedimentary record
( Enachescu et a!., 2005).
In the East Orphan Basin, some of the basement ridges (and their basinal flan ks)
have a thick, sedimentary cover containing thick Cretaceous and Jurassic sequences.
These sequences are frequently folded in the downthrown direction of major extensional
faults, forming large, anticlinal structures and drape folds in the overlying Paleocene
strata (Enachcscu et a/., 2005). Most of these extensional anticlines were modified by
inversion due to transtension. The Cretaceous sequences arc intensely segmented by
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dense, normal faulting. While salt relationships arc extremely important on the Scotian
Marg in and in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin, there is no clear diapirism observed north of the
Cumberland Belt Fault Zone. If there is salt present in the East Orphan Basin, it is likely
in a stratified form, similar to evaporite and salt sequences observed in the Porcupine
Basin (Enachescu el a/., 2005). This early synrift evaporite sequence creates an impo rtant
detachment surface for the overlying sedimentary sequences in the East Orphan Basin.
Minor volcanic activity is identified on the 20 seismic data set. Several strongampl itude anomalies, interpreted as sills or lava fl ows, are seen at the mid to Late
Cretaceous level in the East Orphan Basin. The absence o f widespread volcanic features
confinns the non-volcanic origin of the Orphan Basin ( Keen eta/., 1987; Chian eta/..
2001 ; Louden. 2002; Enachcscu el a/., 2004c).
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Chapter 3
Seismic Stratigraphy
3. 1

Introduction

Within the study area six seismic sequence boundaries were identified and defined
using well control, regional corrchuions and seismic stratigraphic principles. These
boundaries have been labeled: Bsm, K l. K2, K3, T and WB and del ineate fi ve seismic
sequences: S 1, S2, SJ, S4 and S5. The sequence boundaries were defin ed and mapped in
time (TWT) using the 20 seismic grid.
This chapter contai ns a seismic stratigraphic analysis of the s ix sequence
boundaries and the fi ve seismic stratigraphic sequences, with a detai led account of the

Cretaceous sequences within the basin (S l-S4).

3.2

Well Control

Well control in the Orphan Basin is extremely sparse with six wells located on the
shelf in the West Orphan Basin and one, Blue H-28, located in the deepwater, eastern part
of the West Orphan Bas in. Blue H-28 is the critical well for the central-eastern part o f
the Orphan Bas in (Koning el a/., 1988; Enachescu el a/., 2005 and 2006). There were no
wells dri lled in the ultra-deep water; however, at the time of this thesis submission, Great
Barasway F-66 was finished drill ing in the East Orphan Basin in 2340m water depth
(Enaehescu el a/., 2006 and Figure 3. 1). No results from this well will be public until
2009. There are three other wells of interest located in adjacent areas to the basin.
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includin g Mizzen L-11, Baccalieu 1-78 in the Flemish Pass Basin and Panth er P-52 in the
northern Jeanne d'Arc Basin.
The lack of wells in the deep water makes corre lation of events from the West
Orphan Basin wells into the East Orphan Basin extremely difficult and jump correlation s
had to be made from neighbourin g Flemi sh Pass and northern Jeanne d'Arc wells.
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Figure 3.1: Basemap of the Orphan Basin showing 20 se ismic grid, well and ligure
loca tions. Additional wells used in thi s study are Mizzen L-11 and Baccalieu 1-78 located
in the Flemish Pass Basin and Panther P-52 located in the northern Jeanne d'Arc Basin.
At the time of thesis submi ss ion the Great Barasway F-66 well was drilled but no data is
publicl y available. Coordinates arc in NA D 83.
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Earl y exploration targets in the 1970s and 1980s were large structural highs
identified by mapping of the Base Tertiary Unconformit y, th e deepes t resol vable eve nt at
that tim e (Smee eta/., 2003; Enachesc u et a!., 2004 a and b). So me of the drill ed hi ghs
were seismi cally interpreted as large reefs, but all of th e earl y Orphan Basin well s were
drill ed into rotated basement blocks and encountered thin Mesozoi c cove r. In contra st,
the Fl emi sh Pass Bas in (Mizzen L·ll and Baccalicu I· 78) and the northern Jeanne d'Arc
Basin (Panther P·52) well s penetrated significant thi ckn esses of Cretaceous sand stones
and shales as we ll as Kimmeridgian source rocks.
The C·N LOPB (http: //www.cnlopb.nl.ca) and the GSC Atlanti c BA SIN
(www.gsca.nrean. gc .ca/ BAS IN) prov ide information on all publicly available we ll s in the
Ne wfoundland offshore area. The information includes: Spud Date, Location (NAD83 ),
classifi cation, datum, total depth and current status. Also available are th e casing depths.
con ve ntional cores, tests and geological tops. For consistency, the C·N LOPB geo log ical
tops were loaded into the Landmark® sys tem and were used in this study.

3.2.1

Wclllnform ation

For each well in the study area, the well header, we ll location, elevation datum
and total depth informat ion were obtained from the Canadian Newfoundland and
Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board (C-NLOPB) Schedul e of Well s (2003) and were
loaded into Sei sworks®. Table 3.1. is a summary of the information used.
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Location (NA D83)
Well Name

Bona vista C·99
Cumberland B-55
Blue H-28
II arc Bay E-2 I
Sheridan J·87
Linnet E-63
Baic Vcrtc J.57
!)anther P·52
13accalicu l-78
Mizzen L· l l

Latitude

Longitude

49° 08' 06.16" N
48° 24' 12.21"N
49° 37' 26.49" N
5 1° 10'21.80"N
48° 26' 39.56" N
48° 12' 29.27" N
50° 16' 43.58" N
4 7° 01' 53.01"N
47° 57'41.49"N
48° 10' 31.75" N

51° 14'24.2 1"1V
50° 07' 54.49" \V
49° 17'58. 18" \V
51o 04' 23.30" IV
49° 57' 35.30" IV
50° 25' 22.28" \V
5 [ 0 07' 49. 77" \V
47° 37'39.8 1" 1V
46° I 0' 46. 76" IV
46° I 7' 35.55" IV

Elevation

Total Depth

(m)

(m)

12.2
29.9
14.7
24.2
29.7
27.1
25.0
22.0
23.7
23.8

3779.0
4 136.5
6103.0
4874.0
5486.4
4520.2
4911.0
4203.2
5 135.0
38200

Table 3. 1: List of wells in Orphan, northem Jeanne d 'Arc and Flemish Pass basins.
Location, elevation and total depth information obtained from the C·N LOPB Schedule of
Wells (2003).

3.2.2

Tirnc-DCI)fh lnrormation

Time·dcpth infonnation was obtained from checkshot surveys and sonic logs.
made avai lable by the C·NLOPB. From north to south the wells used arc: Hare Bay E2 1, Blue 1-1·28, Bonavista C·99, Sheridan 1·87, Cumberland B·SS. Linnet E·63. Baccatieu
J. 78 and Panther P·52 (Figure 3.1 ). There was no data available fOr Baic Vertc J·57 or

Mizzen L· l l . The time·dcpth data for the available wells shown in Appendix A was
plotted using Microson Excel® and a polynomial regression line was fitted to each data
set (Figure 3.2). The graph shows two clusters o f time depth curves. Those wells drilled
on the Bonavista Platform in shallow water plot together and Blue 1-1·28. drilled in deep
water, and Mizzen L·ll. drilled in the Flemish Pass plot together.
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Fi gure 3.2: Time-depth curves for wells in the Orphan. northern Jeanne d'Arc and Flem ish Pass basins. Derived from C-NLO PB
checkshot and son ic (Blue H-28) data.

3.2.3

Well l' icks ~tnd Seismic Markers

Several formation picks compiled by government research groups and individual
researchers ex ist for the Orphan Basin. For consistency, the picks provided by the CNLOPB Schedule of Wells (2003) were used in this study to correlate formati on tops
with seismic events. The formation tops were loaded into Landmark® and are listed in
Table 3.2. A geological cross-section was created through the wells in the O rphan Basin
( Figure 3.3) and has been modified from the C-N LOPB Call for Bids NF-0 1 (Smee.
2003).
In instances where no Orphan Basin well intersected a mapped horizon (as is the
case with the Lower Cretaceous, Jurassic and Triassic markers) seismic markers were
j ump correlated from the Baccalieu 1-78 well in the Flemish l'ass Basin. Figure 3.4 is a
schematic diagram summarizing the ages and lithostratigraphic affin ities of each
interpreted seismic event and the degree of confidence in the ability to regionally map
these markers. The template for this figure was modified from Enachcscu el a/. (2000)
and Young (2005) and the lithostratigraphy was reproduced from C-N LOPB (2003). No
formal stratigraphic chart exists for the Orphan Basin, so the stratigraphy of the adjacent
Jeanne d' Arc Basin (C-NLOPB, 2003) was used to interpret major sequence boundaries
and unconformities. The criteria used to de fine seismic marker qual ity arc as fo llows:
Excellent - strong continuous event easily mappable across entire basin; Good - fa irly
s trong, mainly continuous event, easily mapped in most parts ofthe basin; Fair - event is
moderately strong in places, weak in others, rairly easily mapped in basinal areas,
ambiguous over local highs; Poor - very weak, highly interpretive event.
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Well

W l> ( m)

Formation

Tops (m)

UaicVcrteJ-57

303.2

Base Tertiary Unconformity
Dawson Canyon Fm
Fox llarbour/Ouer Uay Mb

Uluc l-l-28

1486.0

Base Tertiary Unconfonnity
Dawson Canyon Fm
Fox Harbour/Oncr Bay i\·lb
fault or unconformity
Carboniferous

-1910
4910
-19 10 5 12-1
528 1
528 1

Base Tertiary UncontOrmity
Dawson Canyon Fm
Fo.~ Harbour/Otter B:~y Mb
limestone
maroon shale
Cenomanian Unconformity

362S.5

BonavistaC-99

329.2

3964
396-1
3964 - 4667

362~.5

Bascment(granitepegm:~tite)

363-1.5 -'!
3652
3676
3679
3679
3685
3685
3685
3706.5
3706.5
372X

Cumberland B-55

194.8

lbsc Tertiary UnconiOrmity
Dawson Canyon Fm
Fox HarbourrOncr B:~y Mb
Cenomanian Unconformity
Weathered basement?
Basemcnt(mctascdiments)

1-lare Bay E-21

239. 1

Uasc Tertiary Unconformity
Dawson C:myon Fm
Fox /larbour/Oncr B:~y i'vlb
Cenomanian Unconformity
Uarachois( l'cnnsylvanian)

32-1 1
324 1
324 1 -3362
3398
339X

160.0

Uasc Tcrti;1ry UncontOrmity
Dawson Canyon Fm
Fox !!arbour/Otter Bay Mb
Cenomanian UnconiOrmity
Nautilus?
sandstonc&shalc
shale
Oascmcnt(metascdiments)

2542
2542
2586
2913"!
2913
3758
-10!-14
4175

2 15.8

Base Tertiary Unconformity
Dawson Canyon
Wyandot Member
Petrel Member
Cenomanian Unconformity
Basement (metasediments)

-1509
4509
4539-4573
-1667-4678
-4857
-4X57

Linnet E-63

ShcridanJ-1!7

Table 3.2: List of wells and formation tops in study area. Lithology picks from C-NLO PB
Schedu le of Wells (2003). These picks were loaded into Landmark® sothvarc lOr seismic
sequence analysis.
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WO (m)

Formation

Panther f>-52

191 .4

Base Tertiary Unconfo rmity
Fo rtune Bay
T ithonian Unconformity
Rankin
Upper T empcst sandstones
Upper Kimmeridgian source rock
Lower Tempest sandsto nes
Lower Kimmeridgian source rock

2653
2653
2835
2835
2969
3256-3566
3576-3758
3794-4003

Baecalieu l-78

1092.8

Base Tertiary Unconformity
Barremian shales and thin limestones
Avalon equiv.
Whitcrosc!Hibcrnia Upper zone equiv.
Hibernia Lower zone cquiv.
Fortune Bay equiv.
Jeanne d'/\rc equiv.
Tithonian Unconfon nity
Rankin
Upper Kimmcridgian source rock
Lower Kimmeridgian source rock

1706
1706
2 120
2257
3 190
3274
3727
3770
3770
4398- 4!104
4975

Base Tertiary
Petrel Equivalent
Va langinian Marker
Baccalieu
Upper Jurassic
Jurassic SS No I
J urassic SS No 2

2474
250 1.5-2505.0
3 146.5-3334.5

We ll

Mizzen L- 11

1153

T O]lS (m)

3334 .5-359~.5

3508
359!U-3742.5
3742.50-3825.0

Table 3.3: List o r wells and rormation tops in Nott hern Jeanne d 'Arc Basin ( Panther
P-52) and Flemish Pass Basin ( Baccalieu\-78 and Mizzen L-1 1). Lithology picks
rrom C-NLOPB Schedule o r Wells (2003). These picks were loaded into
Landmark® sofh vare fo r seismic sequence analysis.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram depicting age, formation nam es, lithology, horizon name,

seismic sequence name and quality of each se ismi c marker. Temp late mod ifi ed after
Young (2005); Jea nne d'A rc lithostrat igraphy from Sinclair ( 1988) and reproduced from

C-NLO PB 12003).
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3.3

Seismic Stratigraphv

Seismic stratigraphy, as defined by Mitchum eta/. ( 1977) is: "the study of
stratigraphy and depositional facies as interpreted from seismic data". It involves the
recognition of seismic facies and requires an ability to identify important surfaces

(bounding discontinuities). Recognition of termi nation pattcms, such as on lap, down lap.
toplap and erosional truncation arc critical lOr the ide ntification of important

s url~tccs

that

arc needed to subdivide the seismically imaged stratigraphic record.
Seismic stratigraphy is made up of three c le ments: sequence analysis, facies
analysis and attribute analysis. Sequence analysis involves subdividing the seismically
imaged stratigraphic record based on bounding d iscontinuities. Facies analysis is focused
on determin ing the specific lithologies of the subdivided units. Allribute ana lysis is
concerned with identi fying specific seismic allribute c haracteristics for each of the units.
Due to the high geo logical complexity, the regional c haracter o f this study and the
low resolution of the seismic da ta displayed for convenience of interpretation at a very
squeezed scale. this thesis will focus only on seque nce analysis. The 2D nature of the
data does not allow for confident horizon allribute analysis to be made.

3.3.1

Cretaceous Struclural Regions

Seismic events were correlated over the entire basinal area wherever possible;
however. due to complex tectonic and sedime ntology histories of the two main sub-
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basins ( West and East Orphan basins) the quality, confidence and seismic character o f
these picks arc highly variable throughout the study area.
The Cretaceous depoeenters in the Orphan Basin were identi fied in three main
areas (Figure 3.5). Area A is defined as the West Orphan Basin and includes the shelfal
areas in the west and extends as far cast as the Blue H-28 well. Area B is the central part
o f the Orphan Basin and be longs to the East Orphan Basin previously defin ed by
Enachcscu ct al. (2004 a and b, 2005 a). Area C is the farther cast region of the East
Orphan Basin. adjacent to the Flemish Pass Basin and the Orphan Knoll.
Areas Band C were involved in the initial Late Triassic to Early Jurassic event to
affect the Orphan Basin and contain complete Mesozoic to Tert iary sequences. Area B
was strongly affected by the second rift event ( Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous) that
caused reactivation along pre-ex isting f:HJlts, formation o f new faults and the inversion of
structures. lt is the most tectonically complex region of the Orphan Basin. The
sequences in this area have experienced multiple phases o f faulti ng, subsidence ;md upli ll
and as such, confidence of mapping the main seismic horizons is low. Area A is the
youngest area of the Orphan Basin and experienced rifting predominantly during the Late
Cretaceous. Sequences mapped in this region include Late Cretaceous to Tertiary
s uccessions.
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Figure 3.5: Basement time-structure map depicting three distinct Cretaceous depocenters of the Orphan Basin. Three
Cretaceous depocenters are defined: A = West Orphan Basin, B = Central part of the basin. C = East Orphan Basin. Dashed
black line shows location of Figure 3.7

3.3.2

Bsrn Seq uence Boundary:

Top Basement Marker

For this study, the tcnn seismic basement includes Paleozoic scdimentmy and
metasedimentary formations and underlying Precambrian metamorph ic basement. Top
basement is defined by the deepest resolvable event on the seismic data and is used to
distinguish the prcrift seismic basement from the sedimentary in fill deposited during
intracontinental rifting and following marine deposition. The basement marker is
difficu lt to resolve due to complex faulti ng, large spacing between lines and the existence
of zones o f poor data quality. Paleozoic rocks exist locally but they cannot be easily
distinguished from the underlying crystalline basement as the exact boundmy between
metasedimentary strata and crystalline crust is not associated with a large velocity
contrast (Chian el a!., 200 I; Enachescu el a!., 2005). Wherever possible the base of the
Paleozoic rocks was picked as the top of the basement (Figure 3.6).
The seismic basement is highly dissected by faults and deepens dramatically from
the continental shelf to the slope. The basement also rises gradually seaward toward the
Orphan Knoll (Figure 3.6). Within the Orphan Basin all of the wells, with the exception
of Baie Verte J-57, drilled into seismic basement. Hare Bay E-21, Blue H-28, Sheridan
J-87, Cumberland B-55 and Linnet E-63 botlomed into Paleozoic metasediments. whi le
Bonavista C-99 bottomed into granite pegmatite of the Avalon Terrane (Figure 3.6).
The quality of the Bsm horizon is variable throughout the seismic grid. It is fairly
easily picked on the she lf and on basement highs, but difficult to resolve where it plunges
at depth, in the intervening grabens or in the deep water (Figure 3.7). The horizon
picking confidence is greatest on the basement highs and near well sites and decreases
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where the seis mic resolution deteriorates. Beneath the Bsm horizon there is little internal
structure; however, there arc strong events seen w ithin the interpreted basement which
may be faults or layers imaged from out of the plane. The Bsm sequence boundaty has
been dissected by numerous nonnallistric faults which caused the rotation of fault blocks
and the fonnati on of horst and graben structures. On the interpreted seismic sections the
top of the Basement sequence boundary is denoted by Bsm and is displayed in red.

Figure 3.6: Seismic dip section showing seismic horizons tie at the Blue 1-1-28 well.
Stratigraphic picks arc from the C-N LOPB Schedu le of Wells (2003). T marker is the Base
Tertiary unconformity (orange), KJ is an upper Cretaceous marker (blue) and Bsm marker
is the Paleozoic seismic basement (red). Location shown on Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.7: Seismic section (dip) across Orphan Basin showing stmctural setting and seismic character of the basement. Seismic
markers are red: seismic basement; green: base Cretaceous; pink: mid Cretaceous unconformity; light blue: upper Cretaceous
(Santonian) unconformity; orange: Base Tertiary unconformity, dark blue: Water Bottom. Areas A, 8 and C and line location are

"'.._,

shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.5 .

3.3.3

Seismic Sequence Sl

Seismic sequence S I is defined by the Bsm sequence boundary below and the K l
sequence boundary above and corresponds to the synrift: basin fill that may contain
Triassic and Jurassic aged sediments directly overlying the prerift basement. As the
scope of this thesis focuses on describing the Cretaceous sequences, no attempt was made
to distinguish or define pre-Cretaceous sequences. Redbed sandstones, shales and
evaporites equi valent to the Eurydice, Osprey, Argo and Iroquois formations of the
Jeanne d 'Arc Basin, may overlie the basement in the deepest depoccntres of the East
Orphan Basin. No salt diapirs arc seismically imaged in this basin; however, Triassic
s tratified evaporites have been suggested to be present in the East Orphan Basin
(Enachescu et a/., 2005).
The S 1 sequence has limited areal extent and is restricted to the earlier part o f the
Mesozoic rifted area - the East Orphan Basin (A reas Band C). This sequence is not
present in the West Orphan Basin (Area A), as this sub-basin was not involved in the
Late Triassic- Early Jurassic rill event. At the time ofS I deposition, Area A made up the
western shoulder of the East Orphan Basin and was likely a major sediment source area
for the clastic deposits of the S l sequence. The S l sequence was not penetrated by any
wells in the Orphan Basin.
The seismic character ofS I is highly variable. In Area B the sequence is strong ly
renective near the K I sequence boundary. The ren ectors have strong amplitudes and are
parallel to sub-parallel to K I. The seismic character becomes more chaotic with little
internal structure towards the bottom oft he sequence. In Area B the S I sequence
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thickens into numerous half grabens and on laps r01atcd basement blocks. S 1 is intensely
fau lted and has been affected and reactivated by subsequent ri ft events. The thickness of
S 1 varies significantly thro ughout the area. 1t is thickest in the depositional lows
(upwards of 1200 ms (TWT)) and th innest or non-existent on the tops of rotated
basement blocks ( Figure 3.8)

Figure 3.8: NW-SE seismic d ip line through Area B. Yellow lines arc faults. S l
bounded by seismic basement ( Bsm) in red and Kl sequence boundary in green. Black
arrows annotate inferred Jurassic and Triassic aged sediments. Also shown are
overlying sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3. 1.

In Area C sequenceS I is chaotic with very few intemal reflectors. This is likely
due to the deep and d istal nature of the sub-basin and the early Mesozoic sediments arc
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likely shale prone. The sequence is bounded at the top by a very strong amplitude event
assoc iated with the K I sequence boundary (Figure 3.9). In this areaS I has experienced
minor faultin g re lated to the Late Triassic-Early Jurassic ri ft event. The thickness of this
depositional sequence varies througho ut the area. It is thickest in the central part o f the
area (upwards of600ms) and thins or is not present on basement highs.

Figure 3.9: NW-SE seismic dip line through Area C showing characteristics of the S I
sequence. Yellow lines are faul ts and black arrows annotate in ferred Jurassic and
Triassic aged sediments. A lso shown are overlying sequence boundaries. Location
shown in Figure 3. 1.
Figure 3. 10 is a compilation of Figures 3.8 (through Area B) and 3. 19 (Area C)
fo r side-by-side comparison of the S I sequence.
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Figure 3.10: Figure 3.8 through Area 8 and Figure 3.9 through Area C displayed side-by-side for comparison ofS I seismic
sequence character. Yellow lines are faults. Also shown are underlying and overlying sequence boundaries. Locations
shown in Fig ure 3.1.

~

3.3.4

Kl Sequence Boundary: Jlase Cretaceous Unconformity

Sequence boundary K I is an unconformable surface in Areas B and C, as seen by
the apparent downlap and onlap o f the overlying Early Cretaceous reflectors. The quality
of the K I sequence boundary is good to excellent and is marked by a very strong positive
peak. This sequence boundary is age equivalent to the Upper Jurassic unconformity
(Tithonian Unconformity) seen in the Jeanne d ' Arc and Flemish Pass basins. On
interpreted seismic sections this horizon is coloured green.
This surface was picked only in the East Orphan Basin (Areas Band C), as it is
absent in the West Orphan Basin. The sequence was not penetrated by any of the earlier
Orphan Basin wells. Mizzen L·l l and Baccalieu J. 78 wells in the Flemish Pass Basin

Figure 3. 11 : S· N seismic profile showing correlation of K 1 sequence boundary at
Baccalieu 1· 78 wel l location in Flemish Pass Basin. Location shown in Figure 3. 1.
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have drilled Upper Jurassic strata and a j ump correlation from Bacealieu I-7S oft he
Upper Jurassic marker was made into Area C of the Orphan Basin. The top of the Jeanne
d 'Arc Formation equivalent strata coincides with sequence boundary K 1 (Figure 3.1 1).
In Area B, K 1 is a minor unconformity which marks a change in seism ic character
from high amplitude re fl ections above to lower ampl itude reflectors o f t he upperS 1
sequence below (Figure 3. 12). It is a strong ampl itude event marked locally by onlap of
the overlying S2 sequence and low angle truncations of the underlying S2 sequence. The
confidence in the seismic correlation of the K I pick throughout Area B is fa ir to good .

Figure 3. 12: Seismic dip profi le through Area B showing K l sequence boundary. Yellow
lines arc faults. Green arrows show onlap of the upper re flectors and truncation of the
lower refl ectors. A Iso shown arc underlying and overlying sequence boundaries.
Location shown in Ficurc 3. 1.
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In Area C the Kl boundary is a major unconformity (Figure 3. 13). It is marked
by a very strong positive event produced by a high impedance contrast between the S I
and S2 sequences. It marks the change from the highly refl ective, strong amplitude S2
seq uence above to the very low amplitude, predominantly chaotic and transparent S2
sequence below. The K 1 sequence boundary in Area C is marked by the on lap of the 52
refl ectors and low angle truncation of S 1 reflectors. The confidence in the seismic
correlation of this pick is excellent. Figure 3. 14 is a compilation of Figures 3.12 (Area B)
and 3. 13 (Area B) displayed side-by-side for comparison of K I sequence boundary.

Figure 3. 13: Seismic dip profile through Area C showing K I sequence boundary. Yellow
lines arc faults. Green arrows show on lap of S2 sequence reflectors. yellow arrows show
low ang le truncation o f S2 reflectors. A lso shown arc underlying and overlying sequence
boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.14: Fi gu re 3.12 through Area 8 and Figure 3.13 through Area C di splayed side-by-side for comparison of K1
sequence boundary. Yellow lines are faults. Also shown are underlying and overly ing sequence boundaries. Locations
shown in Fi gure 3.1.
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3.3.5

Seismic Seq uence S2

Seismic seque nce S2 is bounded at the base by the top Jurassic ( Base Cretaceous)
unconformity and at the base by the K2 Early Cretaceous unconform ity. 1t is defined as
Early Cretaceous and the lithostratigraphy is likely analogous to the Emly Cretaceous
sequences of the Jeanne d'Arc Basin. This sequence was mapped over Areas B and C: it
is not present in Area A and was not penetrated by any of the Orphan Basin wells. T he
unconfo rmity bounding the top of this sequence may be the Avalon o r the Cenomanian
uncon formity.
The S2 sequence is structurally complex and dominated by highly reflective
strong amplitude events ( Figure 3.1 5). The seismic reflections are continuous and
d isplay parallel to sub-parallel events. In Area B this sequence is heavily faulted and
refl ectors have large offsets. Structures show invers ion in places within this area li ke ly
due to re peated transtens ional episodes related to a shift in rift orientation of the
exte nsional main vector (NE-SW to N-S) which occurred during the Aptian-Albian
Labrador rift phase. The thickness of S2 varies s ignificantly througho ut the area. It is
thickest in the depositional lows (upwards o f 1200ms) and is thinnest {< lOOms) or nonexistent on basement highs. In Area B the S2 sequence has been locally eroded by the
K3 sequence bo undary (erosiona l unconfOrmity).
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Figure 3.15: SW-NE seismic strike section through Area 8 showing the seismic
character of the S2 sequence. Line shows erosion of S2 sequence by the K3 sequence
boundary. Yellow lines arc faults. Also shown arc underlying and overlyi ng sequence
boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3. 1.

In Area C the S2 sequence has relati vely flat lying events. has few faults and is
not structurally complex. The sequence is dominated by strong, continuous, parallel to
sub-parallel reflectors which show evidence of on lap onto the K 1 sequence boundary
below (Figure 3.16). Reflections within the S l sequence arc commonly concordant with
the K2 sequence boundary above. The sequence has an average time thickness of
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approximately 500rns. It is thickest in the central region of Area C (upwards of 700ms)
and thins towards the edges o f the sub-basin. It onlaps basement highs and is very thin.
or non-existent on the tops of rotated basement blocks.

Figure 3. 16: NW-SE dip profile through Area C showing seismic character ofS2
sequence. Yellow lines arc faults. Overlying and underlying sequence boundnries arc
also shown. Location shown in Figure 3. 1.

Figure 3.17 is a compilation of Figures 3. 15 (through Area B) and 3.16 (Area C)
for side-by-side comparison of the S2 sequence boundary.
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Figure 3.17: Figure 3.15 through Area B an d Fi gure 3.16 through Area C displayed side-by-side fo r comparison of S2 se ismic
seq uence. Ye llow lines are faults. Also shown arc underly ing and overlying sequence boundaries. Locations shown in Figu re 3. 1.
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3.3.6

K2 Sequence Boundary: Mid C retaceous Unconformity

The K2 sequence boundary marks the division between the Early Cretaceous
(mainly synrift) and Late Cretaceous (mostly thermal subsidence) sedimentary sequences
and is likely coeval to the Avalon Unconformity in the Jeanne d ' Arc Basin. The K2
sequence boundary was mapped over Areas Band C and is mnrked by a coherent. high
amplitude reflector formed by a positive impedance contrast. It was not mapped in Area
A and was not intersected by any of the Orphan Basin wells as at the drillsites it was
obscured by younger Tertiary coalescing unconformities. The seismic correlat ion
confidence in this marker is good. On interpreted seismic sequences the K2 sequence
boundary is displayed in pink.
In Area B the K2 sequence boundary is a strong amplitude event and marks a
major change in seismic character from the overlying. predominantly transparent
sequence (SJ), to the underlying, highly reflecti ve seismic sequence (S2) (Figure 3.18).
K2 is dissected by thin-skinned faults. It is a fairly cont inuous marker throughout Area B
and its correlation confidence is good. The K2 sequence boundary marks the upper
termination of fault movements. Overlying sediments arc relatively undist urbed.
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Figure 3. 18: NW-SE dip seismic profile through Area B showing K2 sequence boundary.
Yellow lines arc faults. Also shown are overlying and underlying sequence boundaries.
Location shown in Figure 3.1.
The K2 boundary becomes relatively conformable in the central part of Area C
where the underlying rc Occtions o f the S2 seismic sequences and the overlying rc llcctors
o f the S3 seismic sequence arc parallel to sub-parallel. The K2 sequence boundary in this
area also marks a change in seismic character from low amplitude to transparent events
above to higher amplitude events below. There is local evidence of on lap of the overlying
S3 sequence reflectors at the sub-basin margin. This marker is continuous throughout
Area C and the correlation confidence is good.
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Figure 3.19: NW-SE dip seismic section through Area C showing K2 sequence boundary.
Yellow lines arc faults. Yellow arrows show on lap of the upper (S3) reflectors. Blue
arrows show apparent truncation of the lower (S2) reflectors. Also shown arc underlying
and overlying sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.20 displays Figures 3. 18 (Area B) and 3.19 (Area C) side-by-side for
comparison of K2 sequence boundary.
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Figure 3.20: Figure 3.18 through Area Band Figure 3.19 through Area C displayed side-by-side for comparison of K2 sequence
boundary. Ye ll ow lines are faults. Also shown are underlying and overlying sequence boundaries. Locations shown in Figure 3.1.
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3.3.7

Seismic Seq uence S3

Seismic sequence SJ is bounded at the top by the KJ sequence boundary and at
the base by the K2 sequence boundary in Areas Band C, and the seismic basement (Bsm)
in Area A. The sequence has been interpreted over the entire Orphan Basin (Areas A. B
and C) and is likely equivalent to the Dawson Canyon Formation open marine sha les of
the Jeanne d' Arc Basin. It was deposited during the early Late Cretaceous at a time when
sea level was high and the area was likely an open marine environment.
The seismic character ofSJ is mostly transparent in Area A: however. there arc
some intemal re flectors which indicate a change in stratigraphy ( Figure 3.21 ). Due to the
proximity of the Bonavista Phttform. Area A received clast ic sediments which were shed
from the local highs during the Late Cretaceous. These likely correspond with the Otter
Bay member sandstones oft he Jeanne d'Arc Basin. The Dawson Canyon Formation was
encountered by all seven of the earlier Orphan Basin wells and Blue

H ~28.

Baic Vcrte J ~

57. Bonavista C-99, Cumberland B-55, Hare Bay E-21 and Linnet E-63 encountered
Otter Bay member sandstones. The S3 sequence is thickest in Area A (upwards of
1700ms) and has few thin-skinned faults. The sequence has been affected mainly by
major, thick-skinned, basement involved faults. The sequence is extremely thin and
commonly non-existent on basement highs due to non-deposition or erosion at the Base
Tertiary unconform ity (T).
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Figure 3.2 l: NW-SE dip seismic section through Area A showing the seismic character
o fS3. Yellow lines arc thick-skinned, basement involved, ffllllts. Also shown are
underlying and overlying sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3. t .

In Area B the seismic character ofS3 is dominated by low amplitude, parallel to
sub-parallel events which locally onlap the underly ing K2 sequence boundary (Figure
3.22). Late movement along thin-skinned faults has affected the sequence; however, the
sequence appears to be composed mainly of thermal subsidence stage sediments. This
sequence is comprised o f a wedge of flat lying, late Cretaceous and mostly Tertiary
sediments. The S3 sequence has variable thickness throughout Area Band is thickest in
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the deeper depocentres (approximately 500ms) and thinnest o r non-ex istent on basement
highs. The S3 sequence has been locally eroded in places by the Base Tertiary
unconformity .

Fig ure 3 .22: NW-SE dip seismic section through Area B showing the seismic character
of the S3 sequence. Line shows erosion of S3 by the Base Tert iary unconfOrmity.
Yellow lines arc fault s. A lso shown arc underlying and overlying sequence boundaries.
Location shown in Fi!!urc 3.1 .

In Area C the seismic character of S3 is variable. In areas it is dominated by low
amplitude parallel to sub-paral lel events (Figure 3.23) and in others it is chaotic with fe w
visible internal reflectors. In general the sequence is extremely thin (< lOOms) but
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locally, in areas where the underlying synrifi sequence has been heavily faulted, the
thickness of the S3 thcmml subsidence sequence is upwards of 300ms. This sequence
has not been strong ly affected by faultin g except by thick-skinned (basement involved)
faults seen along basement highs.

Figure 3.23: NW-SE dip seismic section through Area C showing seismic character of
S3 sequence. Pro li lc shows thickness variation of sequence across fault (yellow).
Also shown arc underlying and overlying sequence boundaries.

Figure 3.24 displays Figures 3.2 1 (Area A), 3.22 (Area B) and 3.23 (Area C) sideby-side fo r comparison of S3 seismic sequence.
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Figure 3.24: Composite of Figure 3.21 through Area A, Figure 3.22 through Area B and Figure 3.23 through Area C displayed sideby-side for comparison ofS3 seismic sequence. Yellow lines arc faults. Also shown arc underlying and overlying sequence
boundaries. Locations shown in Figure 3. 1.
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3.3.8

K3 Sequence Boundary: Santonian Unconformity

The K3 sequence boundary was mapped over the entire Orphan Basin {Areas A. B
and C) and is a localized erosional unconformity equivalent to the late Cretaceous
Santonian unconfOrmity in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin. The quality of the K3 sequence
boundary is fair to good and confidence of picking varies between the three areas. A
positive peak due to a fairly large impedance contrast marks the unconformity. On the
interpreted seismic sections this horizon is coloured blue.
In Area A the K3 sequence boundary was not penetrated by the Orphan Basin
wells. This is likely due to erosion at the Base Tertiary unconformity of the basement
highs which obscured the older unconfOrmities ( i.e. KJ and K2). The KJ sequence
boundary is marked by a strong peak onto which the overlying events o f the S4 sequence
onlap (Figure 3.25). This boundary also marks a change in seismic character from the
reflect ive S4 sequence above to the low amplitude, mainly chaotic nature of the SJ
sequence below. It is most easily seen in the deepest parts of the sub-basin. The
confidence in the seismic correlation of this seque nce boundary in this area is fflir.
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Figure 3.25: NW-SE d ip seismic section through Area A showing the K3 sequence
boundary (blue marker). Yellow arrows depict on lap or overlying sediments onto the
K3 sequence boundary. Yellow lines arc basement involved faults. A lso shown are
underlying and overlying sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3. 1.

In Area B the K3 sequence boundary is an erosional unconfonnity as seen by the
erosional truncation of the underlying S3 reflectors and the on lap of the overlying S4
refl ectors (Figure 3.26). This sequence boundary is a channel which locally erodes the
underlying S3 sequence and in the southwest erodes the S2 sequence. The head of the
channel is toward the Grand Banks and is oriented northeast toward the Charlie Gibbs
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Fracture Zone. Lac k of drilling prec lude us from knowing if it is totally submarine o r
subae rial. The confide nce in the seismic corre lation of the K3 sequence boundary is
g reatest in Area B.

Figure 3.26: NW-SE dip seismic section through Area B showing the K3 sequence
boundary (blue marker) interpreted as a channe l. Ye llow lines arc faults. Green arrows
show erosional tnmcation of S3 events by K3 and ye llow arrows show on lap of S4
re fl ectors . Also shown arc underlying and overly ing seque nce boundaries. Location
shown in Figure 3. 1.
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In Area C the KJ sequence boundary has been interpreted as a corrclable
conformity in the central part of the subbasin where seismic events above and below the
sequence boundary arc parallel. At the basin's eastern margin the underlying K2
sequence boundary and the K3 sequence boundary converge ( Figure 3.27). K3 is marked
by a positive peak. The confidence in seismic correlation of this event in Area Cis fair.

Figure 3.27: NW-SE dip seismic section showing K3 sequence boundary (blue marker)
through Area C. Prolile shows the convergence of the K2 and K3 sequence boundaries
at the castemmarg in of the basin. Yellow lines arc faults. Also shown arc underlying
and overlying sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.28 displays Figures 3.25 (Area A), 3.26 (Area B) and 3.27 (Area C) sideby-side for comparison of the K3 sequence boundary.
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Fi gure 3.28: Figure 3.25 through Area A, Figure 3.26 through Area 8 and Figure 3.27 through Area C displayed side- by-side for
comparison of K3 sequence boundary. Yellow lines arc fauhs. Also shown are underlying and overlying sequence boundaries.
Locations shown in Fi gure 3.1.
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3.3.9 Seismic Sequence 54

Seismic sequence S4 is bounded by the K3 sequence below and the Base Tertiary
unconformity (T) above. This sequence was mapped over Areas A, 8 and C and
corresponds to the Upper Cretaceous Fox Harbour member oft he Dawson Canyon
Fonnation in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin.
In Area A the seis mic chamctcr ofS4 is moderately reflective with parallel to subparallel refl ectors which on lap onto the underlying K3 sequence boundary (Figure 3.29).
Blue H-28, Baic Vcrte J-57. Bona vista C-99, Cumberland 8-55, Hare Bay E-2 I and
Linnet E-63 wells encountered Fox Harbour sed iments. The S4 sequence is thickest in

Figure 3.29: NW-SE dip seismic section showing seismic characteristics of the S4
sequence. Yellow lines arc faults. Also shown arc underlying and overlying
sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3. I.
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the deepest regions (upwards of 800ms). thins and is mostly non-existent on the basement
highs where it has been eroded by the Base Tertiary unconformity. The sequence has not
experience faulting except along the basin bounding and basement involved faults.
In Area B the S4 seismic sequence is channel fill and is made up of low amplitude
parallel to sub-parallel reflectors which on lap the K3 sequence boundary ( Figure 3.26 and
3.30). The thick ness o f this sequence varies throughout the area, but is thickest (500ms)
in areas where the underlying channel unconformity is deepest. This sequence thins
significantly and pinches out in areas where the K3 and T sequence boundaries converge
(i .e. on tops of basement highs). The sequence has not experienced any signilicant
faulting except along major basement involved and basin bound ing faults.

Figure 3.30: NW-S E dip seismic section through Area B showing seismic character of $4
sequence. Yellow arrows show on lap of S4 events onto K3 sequence boundary. Yellow
lines are faults. Also shown are underlying and overlying sequence boundaries. Location
shown in Fiuurc 3.1.
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In Area C the S4 sequence is extremely thin, w ith a relatively unifOrm thickness
throughout the area (average thickness: I 00-200rns). It is a chaotic sequence with very
rew internal reflectors. This sequence onlaps the K3 sequence boundary only at the
western and eastern marg ins or the basin. The sequence is flat lying in this area, has little
topography and has not experienced any major faulting, except at its margin where
movement occurred along major basement involved raults.

Figure 3.31: NW-SE dip seismic section through A rea C showing seismic character of S4
seismic sequence. Yellow lines arc faults. Also shown are underlying and overlying
sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3. 1.

Figure 3.32 is a composition of Figures 3.29 (A rea A), 3.30 {Area 13) and 3.3 1
(Area C) for side-by-side comparison of the S4 seismic sequence.
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Figure 3.32: Figure 3.29 through Area A. Figure 3.30 through Area Band Figure 3.3 1 through Area C displayed side-by-side
for comparison of S4 seismic sequence. Yell ow lines arc faults. Also shown are underlying and overlying sequence
boundaries. Locations shown in Figure 3.1.
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3.3.10

T Sequence

Bound<~ry:

Base Tertiary Unconformity

The T sequence boundary is a highly erosional event mapped across the entire
Orphan Basin (Areas A, Band C). This boundary is an excellent regional marker as it
has been mapped throughout the offshore Newfoundland and Labrador basins. The
confidence in correlating this event is excellent; however, confidence deteriorates on
local highs as strong events in the Eocene and Paleocene obscure the older events. On
interpreted seismic sections this boundary is displayed in orange.
In Area A the T sequence boundary is a highly erosive unconformity which
peneplaincd basement blocks. This surface can be reconstructed by connecting the
Bonavista Platform and eroded tops of the ridges, showing that strong upl ift and subaerial erosion took place in this part of the basin during the Late Cretaceous - early
Tertiary Labrador rift (Enachcscu era!., 2005 and Burton-Ferguson era!., 2006). The
sequence boundary divides the overly ing Paleocene and Eocene sedi ments from the
underlying Late Cretaceous sequences. It is marked by a strong ampli tude event which is
overlain in areas by channel ized sedimentary fans (Figure 3.33). The underlying events
nrc locnlly truncated by the T sequence boundary. On the tops of basement highs th is
sequence boundary has eroded most of the underlying Mesozoic sequences and directly
overlies the l>aleozoic metasedimentary or Precambrian metamorphic basement. The
correlation confidence of the T sequence boundary in Area A is excellent.
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Figure 3.33: NW-SE dip seismic pro file through Area A showing T sequence boundary.
Profile shows a sedimentary fan (yellow shaded region) overlying the T marker. Green
arrows show truncation of underlying S4 reflectors. Yellow lines arc

l~mlt s.

Also

shown are underlying sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3.1.

In Area B the T sequence boundary is marked by a very strong amplitude event
caused by a positi ve impedance contrast (Figure 3.34). It is a highly erosive
unconformity as seen by the truncation of the underlying events of the S4 seismic
sequence. In this area the basement ridges have subsided to greater depths than in Area
A, and the T sequence boundary docs not erode the rotated blocks as pervasively. The
depth of the basin drops dramatically in Area Band the T sequence boundary follows this
trend. Locally the unconformity erodes the earlier K3 sequence boundary and underlying
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sequences. The T sequence boundary registers a regional event which may be a
combination o f significant uplift due to inversion and a dramatic eustatic sea level fall.
The correlation confidence in this arc;;~ is excellent in the western regions to good in the
cast as the resolution

decre<~ses

with depth and the event is slightly obscured by

Paleocene and Eocene events.

Figure 3.34: NW-SE dip seismic profil e showing the T sequence boundary. Yellow
arrows show local truncation ofS4 events. The boundary is marked by a very
strong, positive amplitude event. Yellow lines arc faults. Also shown arc
underly ing sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3.1 .

In Area C the T sequence boundary is not marked by a strong impedance contrast
due to the depth o f the marker, the resolution o ft he seismic data and the interference of
strong Paleocene and Eocene events. In the northeast region the T marker is interpreted at
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the base of a series of strong amplitude Paleocene events interpreted as sed imentary

f~ms

and the correlation confidence is excellent (Figure 3.35). This package of strong
re fl ectors is not ubiquitous throughout the area and corre lation confidence decreases
(fair-good) toward the south. This unconfom1ity overprints the earlier K3 sequence
boundary at the western margin of the basin where it rises up over the terrace into the
Flemish Pass Basin and is marked by the on lap of Paleocene and Eocene events.

Figure 3.35: NW-SE dip seismic section through northeast region of Area C showing T
sequence boundary. Profile shows highly reflective package overlying T marker (green
arrow). Yellow arrows depict on lap of Paleocene/ Eocene refl ectors. Yellow lines arc
faults. Also shown arc underlying sequence boundaries. Location shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.36 is a composite of Figures 3.33 (Area A), 3.34 (Area B) and 3.35 (Area
C) displayed side by side for comparison ofT sequence boundary.
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Figure 3.36: Figure 3.33 through Area A, Figure 3.34 through Area Band Figure 3.35 through Area C displayed side·by·sidc for
comparison ofT sequence boundary. Yellow lines are faults. Also shown are underlying and overlying sequence boundaries.
Locations shown in Figure 3.1.

"'"'

3.3. 11 Seismic Sequence SS

Seismic Sequence S5 is bounded at the top by the waterbottom ( WB) and at the
base by sequence boundary T (Figure 3.37). This sequence corresponds with Paleocene,
Eocene, Oligocene and Miocene-aged sediments which were deposited during the
thermal subsidence phase o f the last rifi event. There arc numerous sub-sequences which
can be identified within the Tertiary succession: however, as the scope of this thesis is
concerned with identifying Cretaceous sequences. no attempt was made to map these
s ub-sequences. A brief regional description has been made in order to highl ight the
general thickness variations of the sequence across the Orphan Basin. This is important
fOr identifying potential Cretaceous and Tertiary source rocks.
The S5 sequence is thickest in Area A {>3000ms) and decreases across Areas B
(average 2000ms) and C (- 2500ms). The sequence is thinnest in the north central part or
Area B at the eastern shoulder of the Orphan Basin where basement blocks were severely
uplifted. The SS sequence was sediment starved in Area B during the time of deposition
as the provenance source fOr sediments was likely from the distal Bonavista Platform to
the west and from the eastern terrace ( Flemish Pass) in the cast.
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Figure 3.37: NW-SE dip seismic sec1ion showing S5 seismic sequence (yellow fill) 1hrough Areas A, Band C. Also shown arc
underlying and overlying sequence boundaries. Red = seismic bascmem, green = K l sequence boundary, pink = K2 sequence

f.

boundary, b lue = K3 sequence boundary, orange = T sequence boundary and dark blue = wa1er bouom. Yellow lines are fa uhs.
Loca1ion shown in Figure 3. 1.

3.3.12 Sequence Boundary \VB: Water Bottom

The uppermost refl ector imaged on all seis mic sections is interpreted as the water
bottom. The water bottom extends from approximately I SOOms {I 300m) in Area A to
>3500ms in Areas Band C (Figure 3.37). This horizon is continuous and a positive
acoustic impedance, high amplitude event which allows fo r excellent seismic correlation
confidence over the entire study area (Figure 3.38). The gradient of this marker is
approximately 2~3° on the slope. The water bottom rises sharply over the Orphan Kno ll
on which seamounts can be seen (Enachescu el a/. , 2004). Tilt ing and rapid subsidence.
differential compaction, inversion and late movements o f basement blocks, d irect ion of
mass transport deposits, bottom currents and glaciation o f the margins caused the
signifi cant bathomctric relief.
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3.3. 13 Volca nics

Very minor volcanic activity can be interpreted on the Orphan Basin data set.

Strong amplitude events arc seen in the northern area at the mid to Late Cretaceous level
and can be interpreted as sills or lava flows (Figure 3.38). These events arc high
amplitude, high velocity events not dissimilar to those recorded in the Labrador basins to
the north. These ampli tude anomalies do not appear to be w idespread and cannot be
mapped due to the coarse grid spacing.

Figure 3.39: N-S strike seismic section through northern part of Area B. Black arrows
show strong amplitude anomalies which have been interpreted as being volcan ic in
origin. Also shown arc overlying K2 and T sequence boundaries. Location shown in
Figure 3. 1.
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Chapter 4

Tectonostratigraphic Evolution of Cretaceous Sub-Basins

4.1

Introduction to West and East Orphan Sub-Basins

From both tectonostratigraphic and petroleum potential poi nts of views, the
Orphan Basin can be subdi vided into an olde r East Orphan Basin situated in deep water
( 1.500-J ,OOOm) and a younger West Orphan Basin situated in shallower water ( 10001,500m) (Figure 4. 1). These two sub-bas ins have d istinct sedimentological and struc tural

his10rics (Enachcscu el a/., 2004a; Enachcscu e1al., 2004b; Enachcscu eta/., 2004c and
Enachcscu eta!., 2005). The Cretaceous basin subdivisions A. B. and C described in

Chapter 3 were based on seismic stratigmphic and structural features identified during
this study within the C re taceous seismic sequences. These a reas wi ll be referred to when
describing the regional C retaceous tectonic and stratigraphic histories o f the two main
sub-basins.
Due to the large spac ing o f the avai lable 2D grid, the fault patte rns presented he re
arc non-unique, nor definitive solutions. 3D seismic grids would be needed in order to
properly map these faults. The 2D interpretation presented he re is acceptable from a
regional point o f view as it is based on structural style conside rations and along strike
continuity of major faults and their assoc i<ttcd half-graben fill s.
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Figure 4.1: Basemen! Time Slructure map showing 1hc \Vcs1 (\VOB) and Eas1 (EOB) Orphan basins. Black lines arc major
basemen! involved fauhs. !hick black lines arc basin-bounding faults and dashed lines arc fauhs 1ha1 were imcrprcted in areas
where seismic coverage or resolution is low. Map is displayed in two way travel time (ms).

4.2

East Orphan Basin Fault Families

The East Orphan Basin com pri ses th e area east of the White Sa il Fault
(approxima tely 80,000 square kilometers) and extends to the Flemish Pass Basin and the
conti nent-ocean boundary to the east. The grid spacing is densest in the northeast where
distance between lines is approximately\0 kilom eters. This grid spac ing allows for fairly
con lident corre lations of seismic events and major faults . To the north and to the south
the grid spacing is coarser and corre lations are less certain. The East Orphan Basin is the
o lder of the two rifting areas (Enachcscu e1 a/., 2004a and 2005). This area was aftCctcd
by the initial La te Tria ssic- Earl y Jurassic (Tethys) rift event, the Late Jurassic - Early

Cretaceous (Atlantic) rift eve nt and has experienced some minor readjustment during the
Late Cretaceo us ( Labrador) rift event in its western parts.

4.2. 1

Basin Bounding Fault Family

The bas in bounding faul t for the East Orphan Basi n is the White Sail Fault that
has a large, nonnal sense separation w ith eastward downthrow into the basinal area
(Figure 4.2). This fault began to form in the late Triassic-Early Jurass ic likely as a se ries
of e n eche lon fault s that propagated from south to north du ri ng the Tethys rill phase
(Figure 4.2). Thi s fau lt deve loped into a basement involved, thick-skinned I~Hllt system
and accounts for the majority of extens ion in the East Orphan during the initial rift phase.
The White Sa il Fault is listric in shape and soles dee p into the pre-Mesozoic
basement. Thi s fault sha llows to the southeast and soles at depths >9000ms TWT. The
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Figure 4.2: NW-SE dip prolile through East Orphan Basin showing White Sail basin
bounding

t~mlt

(blue). Yellow lines arc faults. Sequence boundaries arc orange == Base

Tertiary Unconfo rmity; blue = K3 ( late Cretaceous) sequence boundary; pink = K2 (Early
Cretaceous) sequence boundary; green = K I (Base Cretaccousffithonian) sequence
boundary and red = basement. Location shown in Figure 4. 1.

resolution of the seismic data at depth is poor and its detachment plane is not clearly
imaged. During the Late Jurassic-Early Triassic rift phase the White Sail Fault was likely
o riented NE-SW in line with the Jeanne d 'Arc and Porcupine basins. Reactivation of the
major fault zone during the Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous (Atlant ic) rift phase and
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possible minor reactivation during the

A pti;;~n -

change in orientation of this basin bounding
;;~ctive

Albian (Labrador) ri ll

f~lllltt o

ph;;~sc

caused a

N-S. T his Hmlt was subsequently

until Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary. T he White Sail Fault marks the limit of Late

Triassic and Jurassic sedimentation in the Orphan Basin (Enachescu eta/., 2005).

4.2.2

Basement Involved Fault Family

Within Area C the faults that make up the Basement Involved Fault Family have
nonnal dip orientation and sole into the bas in bounding fault system. T hey arc synthetic
and antithetic to the White Sail Fault ;;~nd delineate the major structural units of the East
Orphan Basin. In its hanging wall arc 1) asymmetric half grabens; 2) horsts; and 3)
symmetric grabens. These 1:1uhs were identified in Area C based on the mapping of
significant discontinuities in the K 1 and K2 sequence boundaries and offsets oftht.:
intervening refl ections. The faults that are synthetic to the Basin Bounding White Sail
Fault trend west southwest - cast northeast and generally dip steeply to the southeast.
They define rotated fault blocks or form the seaward dipping faulted s ide of basement
involved horst blocks. The faults which arc antithetic to the White Sa il Fault trend west
southwest-cast northeast and dip steeply to the northwest. T hey define the landward
dipping flank of basement involved horst blocks.
The Basement Invo lved Fault Family segments the pre-Mesozoic baseme nt and
synrift successions. The K2 sequence boundary marks the uppermost stratigraphic level
disturbed by these faults. These faults were likely formed during the initial Late Triassic
- Early Jurassic (Tethys) rift phase and were reacti vated during subsequent rift phases
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(Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous At lantic rift and Aptian - Albian Labrador riff). In the
East Orphan Basin the Basement Involved Fault Family defines rotated basement blocks
and horst features. Those faults that define the seaward dipping or landward side of
basement invol ved horsts. seen in the westernmost parts of the East Orphan Basin, were
commonly active until the end ofCrctaccouS· Start ofTertiary.
Within the East Orphan Basin five major basement involved faults were mapped
(Figure 4.1 ). These fau lts show a general NE-SW trend. arc sinuous in shape and define
major basement highs and associated dcpoccntcrs. To the north the faults diverge,
creating multiple rotated basement blocks and horsts. This is pervasive in the region
north of the Great Barasway F-66 well. The basement is deepest in the northeast region
oft he East Orphan Basin. Numerous large·scale stn.ctural features (i.e. extensional
anticlines) exist in the western part o f the sub·basin. around the Great Barasway F-66
well. Due to poor resolution o f the seismic data and the coarse grid spaci ng in the
northern and southern parts of the basin, basement involved faults cannot be linked with a
great degree of confidence.

4.2.3

C retaceous Faults

Within the Cretaceous sequences in the East Orphan Basin there arc major fau lts
within the basin fill , which are slightly curved and are nonnal faults. These faults dip
both landward and seaward depending on the underlying basement structure. The major
faults typically link with the basement involved faults and were active unti l the Tertiary
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(Figure 4.3). Due to the low resolution of the data and the large grid spacing. it is not
possible to map these faults with a high degree of confidence. Seismic resolution below
the base Cretaceous uncon fOrmity decreases and the intemal character of the older
sediments is transparent. This docs not allow for confidence in extending major fault
planes to the basement level, but some may detach at the basement.
The minor faults arc seen in the lower Cretaceous sedimentary successions and
were acti ve from Late Jurassic to the mid Cretaceous. These fau lts arc predominantly
associated with the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous (Atlantic) rifi event. They vary
from slightly curved to planar and typically have less than lOOms (TWT) of throw
associated with them. Due to the large grid spacing it is not possible to either link these
faults nor map them w ith a great degree of confidence.
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0

<.n

Figure 4.3: N\V-S E dip se ismic sec ti on th rough the East Orphan Basin showing basin bounding fa ult (blue line), basement
involved fau lts (yel low lines) and inrra bas inal faul ts (black lines). Sequence boundaries are: orange= Base Tertiary Unconformity,
blue = K3 sequence boundary, pink = K2 sequence boundary, green = K I sequence boundary and red = basement. Location shown
in Figure 4. 1.

4.3

West Orphan Basin Fault Famili es

The West O rphan Bas in comprises the areas west of th e Whit e Sa il Fa ult ( Figure
4 .1) and encompasses and a rea of approx imate ly 80,000 square kilometers. This reg ion
contains all seven of the earlier well s drill ed in the bas in . Th e Wes t O rphan Bas in . the
youn ger of the two main sub·basins, began o pening in it s castc m part during the Late
Jurassic- Earl y C retaceous Atl anti c rift event and was affected mai nly by th e mid - La te
C re taceous Labrador rill event. The se ismi c grid in the West Orphan Basin is coarse w ith
di sl<mccs between seismic lin es ave rag ing 25 km . At the wcstcm limit of th e data
coverage th e d istances between lines greate r than 50 km. Thi s docs not all ow fo r
confident corre lation of faultin g events; however, the larger faults, delineatin g baseme nt
hi ghs and assoc iated lows, are we ll tracked during the mapping of the se ismi c horizons
(Fi gure 4. 1).

4.3.1

Basin Bounding Fa ult Family

T he West O rphan bas inal area is bounded by the Bonavista Fault a nd its
imbri cates (F igure 4.4). In ma ny places a hinge- like zone defines the bas in marg in as the
upper fault plane is located furth er west of the se ismi c lin e e nd . Due to the short extent
o f th e se ismi c data thi s fault can onl y be seen on one or two lines so the Bona vista Fault
has been infe rred from prev iou sly publi shed maps (i. e. Enachesc u et a/., 2005) or based
on adjacent base me nt trends. The fault was continuous ly mapped in the past usin g
propri eta ry drtta not rt vailabl c for usc in th is study. The dip of thi s fault is frt irly steep in
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its upper part (- 80"). shallows at medium depths (40") and soles at depths >9000ms. This
fault is a major crustal detachment which strikes to the N-S, dips to the east and was
likely initiated in the Early Cretaceous and developed mainly in the mid to Lllc
Cretaceous during the Labrador rift phase.

Figure 4.4: NW-SE dip profile through the West Orphan Basin showing basin bounding
Bonavista Fault (green). Location shown in Figure 4.1.

4.3.2

Basement Involved Fault Family

Within the West Orphan Basin there arc a series of basement invol ved faults
wh ich link at depth w ith the basin bounding Bonavista Fault, arc normal

f~mlt s,

and arc

synthetic (seaward dipping) or antithetic (landward dipping) to the Bonavista Fault
(Figure 4.5). These faults dissect the Bonavista Fault 's bang ing wall into a series of
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horsts with assoc iated full grabens and rotated basement blocks with associated half
grabens. Basement involved faults were mapped based on of(<;ets of the KJ sequence
boundary and the character of the overlying Base Tertiary Unconformity (T). They arc
linear in the central part of the basin and curve sharply to the east as they merge with the
basin bounding fault. Although the resolution of the data and the scarcity of coverage do
not allow the termination of these faults to be imaged , basement trends show the curved
nature of the faults.
The synthetic basement involved faults nearest the Bonavista Fault have a strike
orientation roughly N-S and dip to the east (basinward). Those that arc antithetic have a
strike orientation of N-S and d ip to the cast (seaward). Farther cast towards the Blue 1-128 well the orientation of the basement involved faults chnnges to NNW-SSE with dips to
theS E (synthetic) and NNW-SS E with NW dips (antithetic). This change in direction of
the faults is a result of a change in the direction of the extensional vector as the rifi
propagated landward. The orientation of the faults rotates in a counterclockwise
direction as the locus of extension changes from the NE-SW in the Late Jurassic- Early
Cretaceous toN-S in the Late Cretaceous. The faults nearest the Blue H-28 well (A rea
B) show this change in rifi orientation.
This fault nnnily affected the pre-Mesozoic basement and the synrifi successions.
The resolution o f the seismic data and the coarse nature of the seismic grid docs not allow
for detailed mapping of these faults. Mapping of the upper Cretaceous (KJ )
unconformity and the Base Tertiary Unconformity (T) does show that these faults were
active until the Tertiary.
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4.3.3

Cretaceous Faulls

Major and minor fauhs likely ex ist in the West Orphan Basin: however, due to the
coarse grid spacing, the resolution of the seismic data and the chaotic and opaque nature
o f the upper Cretaceous sequence, they cannot be easily identified nor correlated over
large d istances with any degree of confidence. Also, their detailed mapping was beyond
the scope of this regional work.
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Figure 4.5: NW-SE dip seismic profile through the West Orphan Basin. Yellow lines are major basement involved faults. Sequence
boundaries arc: orange = Base Tertiary Unconformity. blue = K3 sequence boundary and red= basement Location shown in Figure
0

4.1.

4.4

Transfer Faull Family

Trans fer fault s arc the cratonic equivalent oftrans fonn faults, which arc
associated with

mid~occanic

ridges and oceanic cmst. T ransfer faults arc associated w ith

regional extensional and compressional regimes (Gibbs, 1984) and can only be i1m1gcd
seismically when the lithology and deformation style varies across the fault plane.
The Orphan Bas in is separated from the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin by a transfe r zone
known as the Cumberland Belt Transfer Zone (CBTZ). This zone is marked by a series
of high relief basement blocks and is discernible by a linear, magnetic signature, which
corresponds to a high gravity anomaly (Enachcscu, 1987 and \988, Enachcscu et a/.,
2005).
A trans fer zone. the Charl ie G ibbs Fracture Zone (CG FZ). which continues
oceanward and joins a known trans fOrm

f~llllt

with the same name, bounds the Orphan

Basin to the no rth ( Figure 2.1). Within the contine ntal crust, this preri ft feature separates
rocks of the Precambrian, Avalon platform from the Central Appalachian mobile belt.
The Charlie-Gibbs fracture zone is al igned with the o ffshore projection of the Dover
fault. implying that a major offset in the modern Atlantic Ocean crust coincides with the
Gander-Avalon collisional zone boundary (Williams eta/., 1999).
Within the study area no transfer fflult s were clearly identified: however, the
existence of the Cumberland Belt Trans fer Zone may provide a possible explanation tOr
the easterly curve of the basin bounding and basement involved faults at the southern
region of the Orphan Basin (Figure 4.1 ) and the geological complex ity in the western
region o f the East Orphan Basin.
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Several basement highs and lows and regiona l fault zones show offset along
strike. This implies that trans fer fau hs and accommodation zones have played a role in
shaping the genera l stmcture o f the Orphan Basin.

4.5

Tectonostratigraphic Evolution

Located the Atlantic passive marg in, the Orphan Basin has undergone mu ltiple
stages of extension lasting approxi mately 160 Ma. Each period of extension was
fOllowed by subsidence and ended with a final, long lasting postrift stage in the Eocene.
which resulted in the rapid subsidence of the basin. Initial rifting began in the East
O rphan Basin and gradually moved westward with the later rift events caus ing
remobi lization o f older tectonic and structural features in the bas in. T hese multiple rift
stages created two asymmetrical subdivisions known as the East Orphan and West
Orphan basins. Within this section the areas previous ly described in 3. 1 as Areas A, B
and C, will be referred to in order to highlight important cleme nts and features related to
the Cretaceous tectonostratigraphic evolution of the Orphan Basin (Figure 4.6).
This long-li ved ex tensional history with multiple rift ing stages may ex plain the
large area affec ted. the striking succession o f" ridges and troughs. the lack o f major
volcanic features and the great amount and rapid rate o f thermal subsidence d uring the
final postrift stage (Enachescu eta/., 2005). The structural complexity seen within the
western parts of the East Orphan Basin {Area B) were likely caused by successive rifting
and strike slip in a transtensional regime along the major transfer zones.
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Figure 4.6: Time structure map of the seismic basement. The black polygons outline Areas A, Band C. Also shown arc
basin bounding faults (thick solid and dashed black lines) and major basement involved faults (thin black lines). BF =
Bonavista Fault; WSF = White Sail Fault. Map is shown in two way travel time (ms).

4.5.1

Late Tri:lssic - Early Jurassic

Based on the seismic mapping o f the Orphan Bas in and correlating seismic events
to avai lable wells in neighbouring bas ins, it was suggested that the Eas t Orphan Basin
contains complete Late T riassic and Jurassic seque nces. This observation along with the
mapping o f major bas in bounding and basement involved faults in the area shows that the
E:1st Orphan Basin was part o f the initial Late Triassic - Early Jurassic Tethys rift that
affCctcd the Pangean continent. During this rift period an early synrift Mesozoic
sedime ntary basin chain extended from the future Gul f o f Mexico to northcm Europe
(Enachescu et a!., 2005).
The White Sail basin bounding fault (Figure 4.6) was initiated during the Tethys
rift stage as a continuation o f a major fault mapped in the Grand Banks area and bounds
now the main Late Triassic-Early Jurassic East Orphan depocentre that has a NE-SW
orie ntation. The Tethys rift phase affected Area C and the eastern parts of Area B of the
bas in. To the north the East Orphan Basin was likely connected to the Porcupine Bas in
while to the south, the East Orphan Basin was connected to the Grand Banks basins
(Jeanne d 'Arc and Flemish Pass basins). During this time basement involved faults
fo rmed which arc synthetic and antithetic to the basin bounding fault and created large
rotated basement blocks and horsts. The major basement involved faults in the East
Orphan Basin (Area C and the eastcm parts of Area B) have a predominantly NE-SW
orientation approximately al igned with the orientation of the Late

Tria ssic ~

Early

Jurassic Tethys rift (Figure 4.6).
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The White Sail Faull marks the limit of Triassic - Early Jurassic rifiing deposition
in the East Orphan Basin (Enachcscu el a!., 2005). At the time of this initial rili the
future West Orphan Basin was st ill an elevated part of the continent. 1t fOrmed the
wcstem rift shoulder and during this rift stage was the likely provenance area for the
Early Mesozoic alluvial and lacustrine sediments, which were deposited in the subsiding
grabens and lullr grabens between basement highs. The thickest areas ofTriassic.Jurassic
sediments are seen along the basinward side of the White Sail fault and within the NE·
SW trending depoeentre in the central part of the East Orphan Basin (Figure 4.7). The
early Mesozoic sediments th icken towards the large basement involved faults. Based on
previous work by Enachcscu el a!. (2005), the sequences deposited cast of the White Sai l
Fault during this early rift phase within the Orphan Basin arc likely analogous to those
encountered in the Jeanne d'Arc and Flemish Pass basins. Riliing was fOllowed by
thermal subsidence, marine invasion and deposition of a mixed evaporite interval. The
presence of salt has been interpreted in this area based on correlations from adjacent
basins (Enachescu ct al., 2005); however, no obvious diapiric features arc interpreted in
the seismic data set like those seen in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin (Enachescu, 1987). In the
East Orphan Basin the evaporite interval wou ld be local and fonn stratified ..sal ifere"
sequences similar to the one drilled in the Porcupine Basin (Enachcscu el a!.. 2005).
The Triassic to Jurassic sedime ntary successions were not mapped in any detail in
this study and the above statements are observations noted during the interpretation and
mapping of the Cretaceous sequences within the basin and during the Pan·Atlantic
Petroleum Systems Consortium ( PPSC) Basin Study Group work in the Orphan Basin

(since 2004).
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Figure 4.7: NW-SE seismic dip profile through Area B (East of the White Sai l Fault)
showing Jurassic and o lder sediments that thicken into large basement involved faults.
Yellow lines are faults. Location shown in Figure 4.6.

ln the mid Jurassic. Nova Scot ia SCJJ"r'lt£d frgm

~1orocco,

the embryonic North

Atlantic Ocean was formed , and the newly separated continental masses of Africa and
North America began to move apart. Transfer moveme nts took place on the
NewfOundland Transfonn Zone, placing the continental cmst of the Grand Banks in
contact w ith transitional crust and newly formed oceanic crust, while the mid-Atlantic
Ridge steadily produced basaltic oceanic fl oor marked by magnetic lineations (Enachescu
e/

a/., 2005).
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4.5.2

L:ttc Jurassic - Early Cr etaceous

After a long period of thermal subsidence, the Atlantic rift was initiated in the
Late Jurassic and had an approximate N-S orientat ion. During this rifting phase the basin
bounding and basement involved faults, which were formed during the previous Tethys
rift. were reactivated. Rifting propagated landward, beyond the White Sail Fault. new
faults were fOrmed and the East Orphan Basin (A reas Band C) continued to deepen and
expand (Figure 4.6). The majority of' the sediments deposited during this rift phase were
likely derived from the westem platform, which at that time was part of' the present West
Orphan Basin (Area A). The majority of this area was not involved in the Atlantic rift
event. Some local basement highs were emergent within the basinal area and developed
into prox imal sediment sources. T his is evidenced by the existence of Bajocian alluvial
sands that were sampled at DSDP Site I ll on the Orphan Knoll (van Hinte eta/., 1995).
The Late Jurassic sediments were likely deposited in a similar paleoenvironment
to that of the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin, where a shallow epicontinental sea extended from
Nova Scot ia to the North Sea in the Kimmeridgian. Marine invasion occurred in the East
Orphan Basin as the Atlantic rift caused the deepening o f the basin. This is supported by
the correlation of the Base Cretaceous (Tithonian Unconformity) marker (K 1) from the
Flemish Pass Basin into the East Orphan Basin. The time stmcturc map of the Base
Cretaceous unconfOrmity shows a general deepening to the northeast and local deepening
in the intervening troughs between basement highs (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4. 8: Time Structure map of the K I Sequence Boundary (Base Cretaceous/Tithonian Unconformiry) including the
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major basement in vo lved and basin bound ing faults which were active at thi s time (black lines). Mapping is done in two way
trave l time (ms).
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Deposition of siliciclastic sediments occurred in the basin during the Early
Cretaceous. These sediments show a highly rc necti ve character on the seismic sections
suggesting an alternating sandstone and slmlc succession, similar to the characteristics of
the sequence in the Jeanne d 'A rc Basin and at Blue H-28 (Figure 4.9). They arc
classified as the S2 depositional sequence in Chapter 3. This sequence is defi ned as the
synrift sequence of the Atlantic rift. The sediments were likely derived from local
basement highs and the western rift shoulder from erosion o f Precambrian and Paleozoic
rocks or older Mesozoic deposits.
In the basins adjacent to the Orphan Basin (Jeanne d 'Arc and Porcupine basins).
tw o major pulses of coarse clastic deposition occurred. The coarse clastics deposited in
the East Orphan Basin arc likely equivalent to the Late Jurassic Jeanne d' Arc Formation
and the Early Cretaceous Hibern ia Formation sands10nes (Enachescu e1a!.. 2005:
Driscoll e1a! .• 1995 and Sinclair e1a!., 1994: McA lpine, 1990: Enachescu, 1987).
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Figure 4.9: NW-SE seismic dip profi le through Area C o f the East Orphan Basin showing
highly reflective Early Cretaceous S2 synriti sequence. Faults arc mainly contained within
the synrili (S2) sediments. Location shown in Figure 4.8.

During the Atlantic rift the extensional vector changed direction. nnd this change
is seen in the o rientation o f the major basement involved faults (Figure 4.6). As the
westem parts of Area B were involved in this rift, the trend in the orientation o ft he faults
changed to NNE-SSW indicating a more west-east extension. Tr.m stension due to the
rotation of the extensional vector caused inversion and complex structures. Large
ex tensional antic lines are pervasive through the Early Cretaceous sequences in Area B
(Figure 4. 10), while in Area C, which was less affected by the change in rift orielllation.
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the effects arc much more subdued ( Figure 4.9). As rifting propagated landward. so did
the deposition of the S2 (Early Cretaceous) depositional sequence. The upper part of this
sequence (K2) extends to the most eastern regions of Area A (Figure 4. 11 ).

Figure 4.10: NW·SE seismic dip profi le through Area B showing largc·scale antiform
of Early Cretaceous age affecting Early Cretaceous and earlier sedi ments. This !Cature
was later reactivated and inverted during the Aptian·Aibian Labrador rift. Location
shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.11: Time Structure map of K2 sequence boundary (top of Atlantic synrift sequence) including major basement
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involved and basin bounding faults active during this period. Mapping was done in two way travel time (ms).

In Area C. the K2 sequence boundary marks the e nd of ri fting. This was
concluded as the faults that aftCctcd the synrift seque nce commonly do not displace the
upper K2 sequence boundary (Figure 4 .9). The overlying SJ depositional seque nce is
seismically transparent. This has been interpreted as being composed primarily o f shales
equivalent to the Nautilus shales in the Jeanne d 'Arc Bas in. which were likely deposited
as the basin underwent thermal subsidence and as sea level rise occurred. In Area B the
K2 sequence boundary marks the end of the rifting associated with the Atlantic rift;
however, the synrift faults show late movement due to the react ivation o f these faults
during the

Aptian~A l bian

Labrador rift event ( Figure 4 .12).

Figure 4 .12: NW-S E dip seismic profile through Area 8 showing faults. which atTect
the K2 (Early Cretaceous) sequence boundary. T his implies late movement along these
f~wlt s

attributed to the Aptian-Albian Labrador rili. Location shown in Figure 4. 11 .
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4.5.3

A1Hian - Albi;w

The third phase of rifting to affect the Orphan Basin took place during the AptianAlbian. Th is event marks the final stage of the separation o f the Grand Banks from Iberia
and culminated with the disconnection of the Flemish Cap from Galicia Bank in the
Aptian. Also at this time the Orphan Basin begnn to sepnrate from its Irish conjugate
basins (Enachescu el a/., 2005). T his rift event also caused the early separation of
Greenland from Labrador and the initial development of the Cretaceous Saglck and
Hopedale basins of the Labrador margin.
As this rifting started. the western rift shoulder migrated landward and the
Bonavista basin bounding fault developed. This progressive migration of the basin
bounding flm lt in a landward (westward) direction dissected the Paleozoic platfo rm area
of the West Orphan Basin (Area A) into progressively younger sedimentary troughs. The
o ldest parts of the West Orphan Bas in arc around the Blue H-28 well and the youngest
areas arc adjace nt to the western Bonavista Platform. The change in riB direction is again
marked by the counterclockwise rotation of the major baseme nt involved fault s in Area
A . They show an orientation of N-S to NNW-SSE (Figure 4.6) roughly perpe ndicular to
the direction of extension. T he timing of opening of the West Orphan Basin is ageequivalent to the opening and development of the Labrador basins.
Deposition of Aptian-Albian sedime nts in the West Orphan Basin were likely
deri ved from the western platform and local basement highs that emerged and became
s ub-aerial at this time. The sediments arc likely composed of s iliciclastics analogous to
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those seen in the adjacent bas ins s uch as the Bjarni Formation sandstones in the Labrador
basins to the north and the Ben Nevis sandstones in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin to the south.
During the Albian the main intra-basinal ridges, the Orphan Knoll and the Central
Orphan High began to emerge and became likely sources for locally de rived sediments.
The extens ional anticlines that were formed during the previous Atlantic rift phase in
Area B were modified and upli fted as a result of transte ns ion due to a change in the
extens ional vector and associated uplift of local basement highs (Figures 4 .10 and 4.13).
Differential. multi-directional, ridge push was also invoked as a possible factor in the
inversion of these structures ( Enachcscu and Hogg, 2005; Enachescu et a/., 2005).

Figure 4 . 13: Extensional anticline in Area B which has been modi fied and inverted
due to transtension and "ridge push". Location shown in Figure 4 . 11.
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These compressional events modified the extensional structures within the East Orphan
Basin. The resulting structures arc very complex ICatures rcfiecting multistage synrift
deformat ion in multiple directions causing complicated relationships between the
basement and sedimentary cover.
At the end of the Albian, the O rphan Basin separated from the southwestern Irish
offshore basins while extension within the basin continued through the early Late
Cretaceous. The West Orphan Basin was connected to the south Labrador she If and
slope basins. Numerous parallel ridges and troughs, with a roughly north south
orientation, were formed throughout the sub basin. The local depressions later deepened
as a result of tectonic subsidence during the Late Cretaceous and rapid thermal
subsidence in the Eocene. These troughs were filled with mainly siliciclastic sediments
deri ved from the western platform and loca l highs (i.e. basement highs. Central Orphan
High and the Orphan Knoll).

4.5.4

Late C retaceous lo Paleocene

A fourth rifi phase that affected the West Orphan Basin has been proposed by
Enachescu era/. (2005). The locus of extensional movements during the Late
Cretaceous-Early Tertiary was between Labrador and Greenland and Greenh1nd and
northern Europe. The area was also affected by the West Greenland volcanic event and
the fonnation of the Iceland hot spot. It is proposed that this rift event caused reactivat ion
of the fau lts seen in the West Orphan Basin. Movements along the Charlie Gibbs
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Transform Zone were oblique-slip and caused block movements and reactivation o f the
basement highs. These basement highs arc commonly devoid of Mesozoic cover or have
a thin condensed Late Cretaceous section as seen at the Blue H-28 well.
During the Late Cretaceous, uplift and/or sea level fall have caused the
development of a regional unconformity of Santonian age (K3 sequence boundary). This
erosional unconfo rmity primarily affected Areas A and B eroding Early and Late
Cretaceous sequences (Figure 4.13). In Area C this sequence boundary is a corrclablc
conformity as it docs not appear to erode the underlying sequences.
This unconfo rmity is channe lized in Area Band the overlying S4 depositional
sequence (Late Cretaceous) shows much more seismic re nectivity than the underlying S3
depositional sequence (Figure 4. 14). This indicates the deposition o f channel fill sands
likely equivalent to the Fox Harbour Member sandstones seen in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin.
The channel is oriented NE-S W (Figure 4.15) which is confidently resolved in Area B.
In Area A this sequence boundary is unmistakably an unconformity, but it does not
appear to be channe lized. The extent of this channe l to the northwest is inferred by
mapping the deep regions in Area A. These inferred regions arc annotated on the K3
time structure map by dashed lines (Figure 4. 15).
While the strike o f major basement involved fllults in the Orphan Basin show a
counterclockw ise rotation in the landward direction due to long lasting wide ril1i ng, mid
to Late Cretaceous movement o f the Flemish Cap had an apparent clockwise rotation
( Enachcscu ct al., 2005; S ibuct elal., 2007).
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Figure 4.14: NW-SE dip seismic profile through Area B of the Orphan Bas in
showing the K3 (Santon ian) erosional/channelized unconfonnity. Location shown
in Figure 4.11.
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appears channelized. Black lines outline area where seismic sections show an erosional channel. Dashed black lines
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represent areas where seismic resolution is too low to continuously map the channel.
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Ex tensive erosion took place in the Orphan Basin during the Late Cretaceous Early Tertiary. This erosional event is commonly referred to throughout the Grand Banks
and Labrador basins as the Base Tertiary UnconiOrmity. This unconfonnity eroded the
tops of many of the uplifted basement blocks in Areas A and B (Figure 4.16) removing
most, if not all, of the Mesozoic sediments. This unconformity is widespread and
mappable over the entire Orphan Basin (Figure 4. 17). Area A (West Orphan Basin) was
affected the most by erosion at the Base Tertiary UnconfOrmi ty showing that signilicant
stmctural inversion took place in the westcm part of the basin.

Figure 4.16: W·E seismic profile through Area A of the Orphan Basin
showing eroded top of a basement block at the Base Tertiary Unconformity.
Location shown in Figure 4.15
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The Orphan Basin underwent thermal subsidence since the Late Crewceous Early Tertiary. The Paleocene to present sequences arc dominated by thick shales and
sands derived mainly from the Bonavista Platform. A study of the Tertiary sequences
was outside the scope of this study; however, isochron mapping of the Tertiary to Water
Bottom was done in order to highlight thickness variations and potential areas of
maturation of Late Cretaceous - Early Tert iary source rocks. This w ill be discussed in
the subsequent chapter. The fOllowing two fi gures (Figures 4. 18 and 4 .19) summarize
the tectonostratigraphic evolution of the Orphan Basin.
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Chapter 5
Implications for Petroleum Systems

5.1

Introdu ctio n

There were 133 exploration wells drilled in the past four decades in the

Newfoundland and Labrador offshore area that have yielded 23 confinncd oi l and gas
discoveries. These discoveries have been estimated at 2. 1 billion barrels of oil, l 0 trillion
cubic feet of natural gas and 450 million barrels of Natural Gas Liquids (C-NLOPB
statist ics). The majority of the discoveries have been made in and around the Jeanne
d'Arc Basin while five gas discoveries were made in the Labrador basins. Since the lirst
large d iscovery in 1979 (the Hibe rnia fie ld), exploration has been focused mostly around

the Jeanne d'Arc Basin and adjacent Central Ridge with only a few wells drilled in the
other Mesozoic rift basins.
The Orphan Basin is truly a frontier area. Although exploration permits and
licenses were held in the area throughout the 1970s and early 1980s and various operators
drilled seven wells (six in the shallow water margin of the basin), unsuccessful drilling
results led to the abandonment of future programs and the basin remained unexplored for
more than 20 years.
Renewed interest in the basin came on the heels of a major non-exclusive seismic
acquisition effort by GS l during 2000 to 2003. They collected approx imately 20,000 km
of new data covering most of the basin. This data revealed two large Mesozoic aged sub-
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basins (East and West Orphan Basin) and showed the existence of largc·scalc closures
(Smce eta/., 2003; Smee, 2003). This new information brought about a record land sale
fOr the Newfoundland and Labrador o!Tshorc area in December 2003 with $672 Mill ion
in exploration work commitments for eight large blocks situated in deep and ultra· deep
water. Several recent presentations and articles discussed the regional geology and
possible petroleum systems for the East and West Orphan basins and its relat ionship to
the Jeanne d'Arc, Flemish l>ass and Labrador basins (Enachescu eta/., 2004a: Enachcscu

eta/., 2004b; Enachescu eta/.. 2004c: Enachescu el a/.. 2005: Hardy and Enachcscu.
2005 and 2007; Kcarsey and Enachcscu, 2005).
''A petroleum system is a natural system that encompasses a pod of active source
rock and all the related oi l and gas and which includes all the geological clements and
processes that are essential if a hydrocarbon accumulation is to exist" (Magoon and Dow.
1994). A working petroleum system is one that includes all clements of a petroleum
system (source rock. migration route, reservoir rock, seal and trap) and has undergone the
processes necessary (generation, migration and accumulation) to produce economic
accumulations of oil and gas.

5.2

l'otential for Source Rocks

Late Jurassic paleogeographic reconstructions and regional mapping (Masson and
Miles, 1986; Cortin eta/., 1992; Verhoef and Srivastava, 1992; Srivastava eta/., 2000:
Sibuct et al.• 2005; Enachescu et a/., 2005; and Kearsey and Enachescu. 2005) show that
the East Orphan Basin was connected until the Early Cretaceous to the Grand Banks and
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the west Irish margin rift basins ( Porcupine and Rockal l). During the Late Jurassic-Early
Cretaceous Atlantic rifting stage, the Orplmn Bas in was connected to areas with proven
petroleum systems: the petroleum prol ific Jeanne d 'Arc Basin to the south, the source
proven Flemish Pass Bas in to the southeast and the oil prone Porcupine Basin to the
northeast. The e uxinic conditions that likely existed in many of the North Atlantic
(Enachescu eta/., 2005) inter-connected marginal basins during the Late Jurassic lend
crede nce to the potential presence of oil generating source rock in the East Orphan Basin.
The prolific Kimmeridgian Egret Member has been a proven source for oil and
gas in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin and has charged some world-class fiel ds in that area.
namely Hibernia (1244 mmbls), Terra Nova (354 mmbls) and White Rose (283 mmbls)
(CN LOPB, 2003). In this basin the organic rich Egret Member is a basi n-wide occurring
source rock. has an average total organic content (TOC) of approximately 3-4% and
hydrogen index (HI) values ranging from 500-SOOmg/g TOC (von der Dick eta/.. 19S9:
Mackay et a/., 1990; McA lpine, 1990). There arc also Kimmeridgian source rocks in the
North Sea (Viking and Central Graben) and the Porcupine Basin. The oil accumulations
seen at the Connernara field in the northern Porcupine bas in show a mixed marine and
lacustrine Middle Jurassic source with a variable marine Upper Jurassic (Kimmeridgian)
component (Scotchman, 200 1). It is likely that this proto-Atlantic epeiric sea that
deposited the Egret Member extended from the southern Grand Banks, through the East
Orphan Basin nnd northwards into the Irish Margin basins (Figure 5. 1)
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Figure 5. 1: No rth Atlantic O xfordian- Kimmeridgian paleo-oceanography ( 154 rna )

created by Jonathan Bujak, Bujak-Mudge. Modified from C-NLOPB Call For Bids NF
03- 1 (Smcc, 2003).

Several key wells in adjacent basins, i.e. Panthe r P-52 in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin;
and Baccalicu 1-78, and Mizzen L- 11 in the Flemish Pass Basin, encountered thick

Kimmeridgian-age source rocks and arc located up-dip in areas presently connecting with
the East Orphan Basin. T he Egret Me mber sequence penetrated in these we lls can be
easily correlated a long se ismic lines runn ing into the lice nsed area o f the O rphan Basin
(Enac hesc u eta/., 2005). Geochemical ana lysis of we lls of the West O rphan Bas in have
determined that " the hydrocarbo n shows prese nt in the sediments penetr ated by the
Sheridan

J ~ 87

well and the Baie Verte

J ~5 7

well show a close similarity to the oils

reservoired in the Jeanne d ' Arc Basin" (Smcc, 2003; Bay liss, 1982).
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It was beyond the scope o f this study to map seque nces below the Base

Cretaceous Unconformity; however. an inferred Kimmeridgian horizon was created using
information from the

Bacca li eu l ~78

and Mizzen L-11 Flemish Pass Basin wells. The

d istance between the Tithonian Unconformity (Top Jurassic/Base Cretaceous) and the
Upper Kimmeridgian source rock was calculated at the Baccalieu well site. This distance
was then converted to time using a velocity function derived from the

time~depth

information for the well (2100 m/ s average velocity, sec Appendix A). Add ing this
distance in time to the Base Cretaceous Unconformity in the Orphan Basin gives a rough
approximation of the depth where the Kimmeridg ian seque nce is likely to be present.
Koning eta/. ( 1988) reported the oi l window for the basin to range between 3100
m and 5100 m. Condensate wet gas was present in the Blue H-28 well between 5060 m 528 1 m (top of Paleozoic). Using the velocity fun ction obtained above and converting to
time. the oil window in the East Orphan Basin ranges in time from approximately 2952
ms to 4857 ms. An isochron map (Figure 5.2) was generated for the Kimmeridgian to
water bottom horizon and a colourbar was created to highl ight the oil window. In the
present configuration o f the Orphan Basin, where the Kimmeridgian seque nce lies higher
than 2950 rns the source rock is immature, between 2950 ms and 4850 ms is mature and
beyond 4850 ms is overmature. The assumption is made that the Kimmeridgian rocks arc
evenly distributed in the basin and that they have fair to good oil generating potential.
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Figure 5.2: Isochron map of Kimmeridgian Horizon to Water Bottom. Thickness is in TWT (ms). The oil window was
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converted from depth to time using a tentative average velocity of 21 00 m/s. This map indicates where hydrocarbons

wou ld be generated. The follow ing ranges were recognized: < 2950 ms = immature: 2950 - 4850 ms = oi l generating;

0

>4850 ms = gas generating. Hydrocarbon generation depth after Koning era!.. 1988.

From this map we sec that where the interpreted Kimmeridgian is today in the
East Orphan Basin. a large area fa lls within the oil widow reported by Koning eta/.
(1988). The construction of the Kimmeridgian horizon map and the velocity function
used to convert the oil window to depth arc intended only as a fi rst approx imation to
highlight the areas of potential mature source rock. This Kimmeridgian seismic horizon
is located on ly in the East Orphan Basin (Areas Band C) and is not present west of the
White Sail Fault except in deep half grabens. A large portion of the mature source rock is
found in Area C, which is down dip of the large structural highs seen in the basin (A rea
B). Where the Kimmeridgian is deeper than 4857 ms and is ovennaturc it may generate
natural gas. Large accumulations of gas are there fore possible in the East Orphan Basin.
Numerous bright spots and gas chimneys were detected on the seismic data ( Enachcscu et

a/., 2005: Hardy and Enachcscu, 2007).
Rei<Hi vely high percentages o f amorphous, oil-generating kerogens were present
in the Eocene and Upper Cretaceous sections at BlllC H-28. Severe insitu oxidation has
reduced generation capacities, and the zones with sign ificant organic richness within the
o il w indow arc too thin for e ffect ive hydrocarbon generation (Koning eta/.. 1988). Blue
H-28 was drilled on a basement high where Cretaceous sequences arc extremely thin.
These Eocene and Cretaceous source beds could contain organic rich sediments which
have a good source potential if they were deposited in areas where the water was deep
enough to provide anoxic conditions and where thicker accumulations of sediments
occur.
In the Jeanne d'Arc Basin, von dcr Dick (1989) identified a potential source rock
in a shale unit above the Jeanne d 'Arc Fonnation sandstone (latest Jurassic or earliest
Cretaceous). This interval was found to have a TOC as high as 4%, contains Type Ill
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kerogen and matures below 4000m. This unit has apparently contributed a limited
amount of liquid hydrocarbons to reservoired oils in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin (von der
Dick. 1989).
At site 1276 during the Leg 210 lOOP dri lling expedition a thick interval of
mudrocks was cored (Figure 5.3) These sediments were determined to be hemipelagic
and turbiditic, with much of the preserved organic matter likely of terrig inous origin.
Within Subunits 5A and 58 there were recorded several thin intervals of laminated black
shale w ith TOC

3~ 7%

and HI values 23 1~452 mg HC/g TOC. These values arc

characteristic of marine algal organic mater. These black shales correlated w ith the latest
Cenomanian - earliest Turonian Ocean Anoxic Event 2, which represents a time of
enhanced organic productivity, perhaps triggered by tectonic activity o r changes in ocean
circulat ion (Tucholkc el a/ .. Leg 210 Preliminary Report. 2004).
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Figure 5.3: Results from dri ll ing at lOOP site 1276 (yellow star). Synthesis of
lithostratigraphic units, age and litho logy. C lose up photograph of finely laminated black
shales in lithologic Subunit 58 shown to the right. Modified from Tucholkc eta/. (2004).
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In the Labrador basins to the north, the major source rock is the Early Cretaceous
(Aptian·Aibian) Bjami Fomuttion, which is a terrestrially derived gas prone source. The
Bjami shales arc credited with being the primary source for the gas d iscoveries in the
Saglek and Hopedale basins (Fowler eta!.. 2005). They contain predominantly Type Ill
kerogen and have a TOC 1-4%. The Late Cretaceous Markland Formation is another
Type Il l source rock that has some marine innuence (Geological Survey of Canada,
1989). A post Aptian seaway extended from the G rand Banks into the Orphan Basin and
into northern Europe and the Labrador area. This provides possible gas prone mid to
Late Cretaceous source rocks equivalent to the Bjami Formation and the Markland shale
of the Labrador basins in the West Orphan Basin. The Late Cretaceous section drilled at
Blue H-2S contain relatively high percentages of amorphous oil generating kerogen
which. if mature, could yield wet gas and some crude oil (Dow, 1979; Koning eta/..
1988).

In the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin organic rich shales were encountered in the Paleocene
section at Nautilus C-92 (Sinclair, I 992). Sampling showed that the kerogen was made
up of mostly amorphous organic matter with some algal detritus of probably marine
origin matter (von dcr Dick, 1989). The TOC values arc high, 2-4% in the section:
however, they have low source potential due to severe oxidation of the organics probably
during or short ly after deposition in an open marine system (von der Dick. 19S9. von der
Dick eta!., 1989 and Sinclair et af. 1992). There is a good source potential in local
anoxic pockets or in deeper parts of the basin where the shales may be in the oil window.
There is also a potential for source rocks in the Early Tertiary sequences in the
Orphan Basin. Geochemical ana lysis of the Tertiary aged shales penetrated by the Blue
We ll in the West Orphan Basin indicates a high proportion of organic carbon (2·6%
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TOC). described as "oi l-prone amorphous-sapropelic kerogen" ( Bayliss, 1990).
O ligocene and younger rocks and the Paleozo ic rocks in Blue 1-1-28 contain primarily
terrestrial, dry gas-generating kerogens. Organic-rich shales were also drilled in the
lower Tertiary at Hare Bay E-21 ( 1.7-3.5% TOC), Baie Verte J-57 ( 1.5-6% TOC).
Sheridan J-87 (1.3-3% TOC), Cumberland B-55 ( 1->3% TOC) and Linnet E-63 ( l -7%
TOC). These potential source rocks were deemed to be too thin and immature but could
become an effective source rock where they arc thicker in half grabens and with
sullicient depth of burial. The thickness of the Tertiary sequences ( Figure 5.4) in the
Orphan Basin gives rise to the possibility that some o f these organic shales arc mature in
places. Highly organic shales seen in the lower Tertiary may be mature due to greater
depth of burial and canno t be discounted as a possibility for potential source (Sinclair et

a/., 1992).
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Figu re 5.4: lsoc hron map of Tertiary sequence (Water Bottom to Base Tertiary Unconformity). Th ickness is shown in two
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way travel ti me (rns). Areas of thickest accumulations of sediments (greens and blues) indicate areas where Lower Tertiary
and Cretaceous source rocks may be matu re. Gas is ex pected to be generated from deeper levels and accum ulate in
como lex traos.

5.3

l'otcntial for Reservoirs

Good to excellent Cretaceous sandstone reservoirs have been drilled in the
Bonavista

C~99,

Linnet

E~63.

and Blue

H ~28

wells (Smee, 2003; Smce eta/., 2003;

Hardy and Enacbcscu, 2005; Hardy and Enacbescu, 2007), in the Flemish Pass
( Enachcscu and Hogg, 2007) and in the Jeanne d' Arc basins ( McAlpine, I 990).
Carbonate reservoirs of the Paleozoic "basement" have also shown reservoir properties in
wells drilled in the Hopedale Basin, Labrador (Enacbcscu, 2006).
The major sandstone reservoirs in the adjacent Jeanne d'Arc Basin arc Late
Jurassic to Early Cretaceous in age and include the Jeanne d 'A rc, Hibernia, Avalon and
Ben Nevis sandstones. The Jeanne d'Arc Formation sandstone is the principal reservoir
at the Terra Nova oilfield. the Hibernia Formation sandstone is the principal reservoir at
the Hibernia oilfield and the Avalon and Ben Nevis formations arc the drilling targets at
the White Rose fie ld . There are other excellent reservoi rs in the Late Cretaceous Dawson
Canyon Formation and in the Paleocene South Mara Formation; however, only a couple
of o il/hydrocarbon pools have been encountered at these levels.
The Early Cretaceous sequences arc the most likely reservoirs in the Orphan
Basin. The DSDP I l I drilled on the Orphan Knoll suggests that the emergent blocks
surrounding the Orphan Basin area arc partly comprised o f Paleozoic sandstones (Smce,
2003). These elevated blocks would have suppl ied the sediments deposited in the basin
( Figure 5.5). Strong amplitude events and the seismic character of the interpreted Early
Cretaceous sequences indicate a strong probability of coarse clastics in the basin (Figure
5.6).
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Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram showing provenance for predominantly Late Jurassic Early Cretaceous (white mTows) and Aptian - Late Cretaceous (yellow arrows)
reservoir sands. Modified from Smee (2003).

In the Orphan Basin the K2 sequence boundary marks the top o f the Early
Cretaceous synrift succession ( Figure 5.6). This sequence exists in Areas Band C and in
the most eastern regions of Area A. Large structural traps with thick sequences of the
Early Cretaceous sediments arc the most likely hydrocarbon plays for this part of the
basin. Blue 1-1-28 drilled 55 m o f clean, medium to coarse-grained sandstones in the
Lower Cretaceous section. The porosities were up to 19%: however, the reservoir
interval was found to be water saturated (Koning eta!., 1988).
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Figure 5.6: Seismic pro file through Area B showing high ly reflective Early
Cretaceous sequence bounded by K 1 (green) and K2 (pink) sequence boundaries. The
highly refl ective seismic character indicates potential for coarse clastics as seen at
Blue H-28. Location shown in Figure 5.4.
The Late Cretaceous section o f the Bona vista C-99 well and the Linnet E-63 well
confinns that reservoir quality sands arc present in the Orphan Basin. There were minor
porous sands and gravels seen in the Tertiary sect ion at Blue 1-1-28 but they were not o f
signifi cance since they arc too shallow and do not occur in a structural closure position
(Koning et a/., 1988).
Evidence of basement floor sil iciclastic fan s o f Late Cretaceous and Early
Tertiary age arc seen on seismic lines (Figure 5.7). These arc postulated to have been
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derived from the western platfonn and

l oe;;~l

basement highs and present an untested play

type in the basin. These features arc commonly seen in the Late Cretaceous and Tertiary
sections of the West Orphan Basin.

Figure 5.7: W- E seismic profile through West Orphan Basin showing interpreted
Tertiary fans (green) and Late Cretaceous fan (yellow). Location shown in Figure 5.4.
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5.4

Traps

Within the Orphan Basin there arc numerous structures that can provide traps for
migrated hydrocarbon. The largest and most attractive stmcturcs exist in Area B. where a
thick Early Mesozoic (possible T riassic and Jurassic) sedimentary section exists. During
the At lantic rift stage the synrift sediments of Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous age were
eroded from surrounding rift shoulders and from intra-basinal highs. de posited in the
basin and tOrmed large extensional anticlines. horsts and rotated blocks. Some of the
rollover anticlines show growth strata due to syn-depositional movement along listric
faults. These large structures were later reactivated and modified during the Apt ianAlbian Labrador rift. Structural invers ion due to trans·tension amplified some of the
structures during the mid·Cretaceous and Late Cretaceous· Paleocene time.
A time·structure map of the K2 sequence boundary (top of Atlantic synrift
sequence) was created to show areas ofprospeeti vity and closure of these large structures
(Figure 5.8). This time·structure map is constructed at the top of the interpreted reservoir
interval. Two examples of closure are shown in Figures 5.9·5.12. T he K2 event is not
always present over the basement highs. Using computer based mapping and contouring
packages has limitations. The mapping package ··fills in'" and contours areas where the
K1 sequence boundary was not interpreted, i.e. areas where K2 was eroded by overly ing
unconformities. The time structure map of this event shows areas of large structural
closure; however, some areas arc large basement highs with very thin (if any) Early
Cretaceous cover (Figure 5. 13).
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Figure 5.8: Time Structure map of K2 (Early Cretaceous/interpreted top of synrifl) sequence boundary. Solid black
~

polygons show areas of closure. Dashed polygons show areas where K2 unconfom1ity overlies basement highs
(thin Cretaceous cover). Black lines show locations of following figures. Map contours are in two way travel time
(ms).
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Figure 5.9: NW-SE profi le through Area B of Orphan Basin show ing large extensional anticline. Thick Triassic-Jurassic
below Base Cretaceous Unconfonn ity ( K2 event) may be present. Thick and highly re flective synrift sequence (between K I
and K2 events) is the likely reservoir unit. Location shown in Figure 5.8.

"'w
Figure 5.10:

S~N

profile through Area B of Orphan Basin. This is strike section through the large extensional anticline

shown in Figure 5.9. Location shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.11: NW-SE seismic profile through Area 8 of Orphan Basin showing two potential structural traps (white arrows). The
large structure to the NW is likely a continuation of the structure shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. A dip section through theSE
anticline is shown in Figure 5.12. Location shown in Figure 5.8.

~
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Figure 5.13: NW·SE seismic dip profile through the Orphan Basin showing basement high w ith thin Mesozoic cover
(white arrow). Blue line is the East Orphan White Sail Fault. Location shown in Figure 5.8.

5.5

Hvdrocarbon Indicators

Numerous gas chimneys (Figure 5. 14) and bright spots (Figure 5. 15) exist
throughout the Cretaceous and Tert iary sections in the Orphan Basin. These types of
hydrocarbon indicators arc especially abundant through Area B.

Figure 5.14: SW-NE seismic profile through the East Orphan Basin. White arrows
show expression of gas chimneys in the Tertiary section. Display shown us ing Blue
White Blue colour bar. Location shown in Figure 5.8
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Figure 5. 15: NW-SE dip seismic profi le through Area B. Section shows a bright spot at
the Base Tertiary Unconrormity above struciUrcd Cretaceous section (B lue Arrow). Red
arrows show gas ch imneys through the Tertiary section. Location shown in Figure 5.8.
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5.6

The l'otential Hvdrocarbon Svstcm

According to the structural and tectonic similarities with the G rand Banks basins
and to the seismic stratig raphic and structural study performed in earl ier chapters, the

main petroleum system of the East Orphan Basin may include:

1.

Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous stacked sandstones lOr reservoir

2.

A source rock equivalent to the Kimmeridgian Egret Member of the Rankin

3.

Seal provided by intra-format ional shales, Late Cretaceous age line clastics.

Formation

like ly equivalent to the Dawson Canyon shales in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin, and
thick regio nal Tertiary shales (Fig ure 5.3)
4.

Structural traps in the form of drape over horst blocks, extensional anticlines
and rotated fault blocks o r Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous age, some modified
by trans-tension (also Smee, 2003; Enachcscu et al., 2005)

Si milar to Jeanne d'Arc Basin. maturation of Late J urassic source rocks may have
started in the Late C retaceous in some deep half g rabe ns a nd cont inued to the Tertiary in
the rest of the area where they were present. The mig ration is likely local. from deep
grabe ns and half grabens into surrounding structura l hig hs using fault plane conduits and
porous carrier beds. As the Egret Member is a marine, high Hydrogen Index source rock.
the main hydrocarbon play in the East Orphan Basin is likely oil accumulations hosted in
Late Jurassic to Early C re taceous sandstones contained in structural closures; however.
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large possible natural gas accumulations should not be discounted.

The most

prospect ive plays in this sub basin are in Area B where extensional <tnticlincs nrc
commonly modified by later rifting events.

A potential petroleum system for the West Orplmn Basin may include:

1. Basin margin and basin noor siliciclastic fan s of Late Cretaceous to Early Tcrtia1y
age
2.

An Early Cretaceous to Early Tertiary terrestrial or marginally marine-terrestrial
source

3. Intraformat ional and regional seals of Late Cretaceous and Tertiary age shales
4. St ructural, stratigraphic and combinational traps. most likely basin margin fans
draped over some form of structure ( Hardy and Enachescu, 2005 and 2007:
Enachcscu eta/., 2005)

The correlation of the West Orphan Basin geologic evolution w ith the Labrndor
rift to the north indicates that a petroleum system in this area would most likely be gas
prone equivalent to the proven hydrocarbon system in the Hopedale and Saglck basins,
offshore Labrador.
The validity of the Orphan Basin hydrocarbon system is currently being tested
with the Great Barasway F-66 wclltlmt was drilled during the summer 2006 to spring
2007. As information from this drilling program will not become public for two years,
the results of the well could not be incorporated into this study.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

6.1

.!ustilication ofStudv

The passive continental margin o f Eastern Canada is characterized by a series o f
deep sedimentary basi ns above u wide zone of significantly thinned contine ntal crust.
Re peated exte nsional rift phases dissected the A va lon Te rrane between the C umberland
Be lt and Charl ie Gibbs Trans form zones into a 4 50 km wide tract of extensio nal ridges
and grabe ns which collectively form the broad Orphan Bas in. Previous petro le um
exploration focused on the shallow wate r weste rn part of the basi n and all seven wells
were unsuccessful. New seis mic acquisition over the entire basin in 2000-2003 have

identified the presence o f two sub basins. an o lder (Jurassic) East Orphan Basin situated
in deep water a nd a younge r (Cre taceous) West Orphan Bas in . locatcd in sha llow wate r.
A record land sale took place in Dece mber 2003 and a new well was drilled in the East
Orphan Basin during the s umme r of 2006.
The Orphan Bas in is an unde rexplorcd area and limited studies have been
comple ted on the structural. tectonic and stratigraphic framework of the area. Regional
papers by Keen and Dehle r ( 1993) and Chian eta/. (2001 ) have focused primarily on
c rustal structure be neath the Orphan Bas in and have been used to define the tectonic
frame wo rk of the bas in. Work by Enac hescu el a/. (2004 a. b, c a nd 2005) was used as
primary refere nces for this thesis . Regional gene ralizations in these papers o fte n fa il to
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account for the detailed structural and stratigraphic character. architectures and
relations hips observed in the Orphan Basin. There have been no publicly released wells
in the East Orphan Bas in so information was obtained wherever possible from wel ls in
adjacent basins.

6.2

Conclusions

Geological Evolution

The Orphan Bas in is divided into two sub bas ins: the East and West Orphan
Bas ins. Development began with the Late Triassic - Earl y Jurassic Tethys rift that
affected the basin on ly in its eastern pm1. Cont inental clast ics in the form of red beds and
alluvial sands arc postulated to have been de posited in the synrift phase. The absence o f
large d iapiric structures. like those seen in the Jeanne d' Arc Basin. do not discount the
possibility of sal! in the basin, which may be in stratified or ··salitere .. form. After a long
thermal subsidence phase during the Early Jurassic, the Orphan Basin was reactivated
during the Late Jurassic- Early Cretaceous At lantic rift. As the rifted area deepened. a
marine incursion occurred depositing organic rich shales. Rifting propagated landward
during this time affect ing the western areas o f the platform. Deposit io n of sands
equivalent to the Jeanne d'Arc and Hibernia sandstones seen in the Jeanne d'Arc Bas in
were likely sourced from local elevated baseme nt highs to the west. no rth and southeast
and make up the synrift sequences o f the East Orphan Bas in .

A post rift phase fo llowed

the Atlantic rift and deposition was dominated by shales, likely equi vale nt to the
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Whiterose Formation. A third stage o f rifting began in the Aptian - Albian. Rifting
propagated even farther landward and the opening o f the West Orphan Basin occurred.
This rift affected the rest of the OqJhan Bas in only in the central regions where
transtension und ridge push caused uplift of the Central Orphan High and intrabasinal
ridges. Deposit ion in the West Orphan Basin was dominated by sands whic h were
deri ved fro m s urroundi ng highs ( Bona vista Platform to the west and basement highs).
These sediments arc likely analogous to the Ben Nevis Format ion sandstones deposited at
this time in the Jeanne d'Arc Bas in and the Bjarni Formation sandsto nes seen in the
Labrador basins to the north. This rift was followed by a final post rift

ph<.~se

in the Late

Cretaceous through the Tert iary where the stratigraphy is likel y dominated by shales
equ ivalent to the Nautilus Formation with intermitted periods of sands ana logous to the
0 11cr Bay and Fox Harbour members.

Seismic Stmtigrnphy

Within the study area s ix seismic boundaries were mapped and the basin fill was
divided into five depositional sequences. three of which are Cretaceous seque nces. The
interpretation was done using the donated GS I seis mic grid which e ncompascs an area o f
approximately 160.000 square kilometers and contains nearly 20,(X){) km o f 2 0 seismic
data.

•

Seismic SequenceS I ( Late Triass ic~ Late Jurassic) is contai ned in local deep sub
basins and is restricted to the East Orphan Bas in.
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The deposition<~] pattern of Seismic Seque nce S2 (Earl y Cretaceous) extends
farther landward than the underlying sequence and thickens within the sub basi ns
•

Seismic Sequence S3 (late Earl y Cretaceous) was deposited in the West and East

•

Seismic Sequence S4 ( Late Cretaceous) was deposited in the West and East

Orphan basins. it thins on basement highs and thickens in the de pocerures

Orphan basins. This sequence is often eroded on highs by the Base Tertiary
Unconformity
Seismic Sequence S5 (Tertiary) is thickest in the West Orphan Basin and thins
dramatically eastward.

Tectonics

Within the study area four faul t families were identified and mapped based on
regional extent , depth of detachement and tirning of movement.

•

The Bas in Boundi ng Fault Family includes two major normal listric faults and
their associated imbricates. The White Sail Fault is the basin bounding fau lt fo r
the East Orphan Basin and marks the landward limit of the Late Triassic - Late
J urassic deposition. The Bonavista Fault acts as the basin bounding fault in the
West Orphan Bas in and marks the landward limit o f Early Cretaceous de position
in the Orphan Basin.

•

The Basement Involved Fault Family is located in the hangi ng walls of the basi n
bounding fault family. It is made up of a series of landward and seaward dipping
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listric faults which sole into the basin bounding fa ults. These fault s divide the
basement into a number of grabens and hal f grabens. horst and rotated basement
blocks.
The Cretaceous Sedimentary Fau lt Famil y is made up of major sedimentary faults
that typically link with the basement in volved faults and were acti ve until the
Tertiary. They have a nonmtl sense o f dip separation. ;uc slightly curved and dip
both landward and seaward. This fault famil y is also made up o f minor
sedimentary faults which are seen in the Early Cretaceous rift sequence and arc
restricted in the East Orphan Basin by the K2 seque nce boundary. L.tte
movement along these fa ults (up to the Aptian-Albian) is seen in Area B. Due to
the poor resolution oft he seismic data it was not possible to extensively map this
fault famil y with any degree of confide nce.
•

A fourth famil y o f faults, the Transfer Fault Family. was implied by a change in
major fault curvature to the southern parts of the Orphan Basin (from N-S in the
West Orphan Basi n and NE-SW in the East Orphan Bas in to W-E). This change
is likely attributable to movement along the southern Cumberland Belt Trans form
Zone; however, the extent and orientation of the seismic data docs not allow for
confident mapping. To the northe rn limit there exists the Charlie Gibbs
Trans form Zone. but again. the seismic grid does not extend far enough north to
accuratel y image this zone.
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Tcclonostralign•phic Evolution of I he Orph;m Bo1sin

Based on the mapping of the Cretaceous seque nces and the orie ntations o f major
fault s seen in the study area, the Orphan Basin can be divided into three distinct
tectonostratigraphic regions (Areas A. B, and C).

•

Area C is the most eastern part o f the East Orphan Basin. This area was affcr..:ted
initially by the Late Triassic - Earl y Jurassic Tethys rift. Major basement
involved faults show a general orientatio n to the NE-SW. in line wit h the
direct io n o f this original rift. This area deepened during the Late Jurassic-Early
Cretaceous Atlantic rift and the major basement faults were reactivated and new
faults were formed.

•

Area B is located in the central regio n o f the Orphan Basin. This area was
involved in the Tethys rift and was reactivated by the Atlantic rift. The synrifl
sediments are dominated by lmge extens ional anticlines of Late Jurassic - Early
Cretaceous age. Major basement involved faults s how a NNE-SSW orientatio n.
The rotation of faults is attributed to the change in the extensional vector. from
NE-SW toN-S. This area was again reacti vated during the Labrador rift that
occurred during the Aptian - Albian. As the West Orphan Basin developed the
Orphan High. Orphan Knoll and adjacent intrabasinal ridges became e merged .
The combination of yet another change in the extensional vecto r (N-S to NNESSW), transtens io n and uplift caused inversion in the Early Cretaceous sequence
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in Arcu B. The extensional ant icli nes were shcurcd in multiple directions and arc
heavily faulted.
•

Area A encompasses the majority of the West Orphan Basin. T his area was
affected by the Late Jurassic- Early Cretaceous Atlantic rift only in its most
eastern parts. This region was predominantly affected by the Aptian - Albian
Labrador rift stage. The basin bounding Bonavista Fault formed during this time.

The Potenthll Pet roleum Systems

A proven petroleum system has not been identified in the Orphan Basin: however.
due to the timing o f rifting. two di fferent petroleum systems arc proposed for the East
Orphan and the West Orphan basins. Considering al l the clements and processes required
for a worki ng hydrocarbon system. the most likely plays wit hin the study arc outli ned
below.

East Orphan Basin
•

A source rock equivalent to the Late Jurassic o il rich Egret Member o f the Rankin
Formation. w ith possibly contributions from organic rich shales of Early
C retaceous age.
The most like ly reservoirs arc Late Jurassic· Early Cretaceous stacked sandstones
equivalent to the Jeanne d'Arc and Hibernia sandstones in the Jeanne d'Arc
Basin.
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•

Late Cretaceous and thick Tertiary shales age equivalent to the Nauti lus and
Banquereau shales may provide a seal.

•

Large structural traps in the form of drape over horst blocks. extensional
anticlines and rotated fault blocks of Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous age have
been identified in Area B.

•

Using wel l information from adjacent wells and the time-depth information fro m
the H-28 well, a Kimmeridgian Horizon (equivalent to the Egret Member source
rock) was created and mapped. This map shows that the areu o f present
maturation o f this source is over most o f the East Orphan Bas in.
The petroleum system for the East Orphan Bas in is likely analogous to that of the
adjacent Jeanne d'Arc Basin.

West Orphan Basin
Organic rich shales of Late C retaceous and Early Tertiary age have been drilled in
the West Orphan Bas in. These sources are like ly gas prone and equivalent to the
Bjarni and Markland formations shales in the Labrador Sea.
•

Basin fl oor siliciclast ic fans of Late Cretaceous and Early Tertiary age have been
ide ntified on the seismic data and are likely reservoirs.
Seals of thick Nauti lus and Banquereuu shales

•

Structural. stratigraphic and combination traps. most like ly basin margin fan s

•

The petroleum system of the West Orphan Bas in is likely analogous to that of the

dmped over some structural feature

Labrador basins to the north o f the study area.
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6.3

Recommendations for Future Work

There are several areas in which future wo rk could s ignificantl y enhance the

results of this project.
I) Within the next two years the Great Baraswa y F-66 well will become public. The
seismic imcrpretation presented in Chapter 3 of this swdy should be checked against

the information from this well.
2) A baseme nt study using gw vity. magne tics and deep seismic data would hel p
d iscriminate between Paleozoic sedimentary cover and crystalline baseme nt and
would provide more insight into the thic kness o f synrift sedimentary successions.
3) 20 balanced geologica l restorations o f selected lines would provide additional
constraints o n the seismic interpretations presented in this study.
4) A provenance study using thin sections, c unings and any ava ilable core at Blue 1-1-28
and the Fle mish Pass Bas in wells would he lp identify the sou rce areas fo r the Early
C re taceous sedime nts and also define areas o f intrabasina l uplift.
5) A pe troleum geology study including geoche mica l ana lysis of the immature organic
ric h shales ide nti fied in the West Orphan Bas in fo llowed by basi n modeling to
ide ntify a reas of pote ntial maturity.
6) Re processing of regional li nes and prestac k de pth migration.
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